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HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS 

May 23, 1939 

Professor F. J. Roethlisberger 
127 Morgan Hall 
Dear Mr. Roethlisberger: 

We expect to begin sending you galleys of your 
"Industrial Research in Human Relations" on June 9. We 
shall finish sending out gjSlleys on July 28. In the 
meantime, pages will begin going out on June 23, and will 
be finished on August 18. 

These dates are made on the assumption that 
proof will be returned within ten days; by that we do not 
mean ten days in your hands, but ten days from the date 
on which the proofs leave our shop until the date on which 
they get back to our shop. This may mean, quick reading 
in some cases; but I think you will find it not impossible. 

If you wish to extend this schedule somewhat, 
we can get through the page proofs by the 15th of September. 
Of course this final date for sending out page proofs merely 
marks the end of your work. After those dates we have to 
make final corrections, get the presswork done, and do the 
binding, all of which will take probably a month more. 

Sincerely yours, 

DAVID T. POTTINGER 

9 krt($ 
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May 83, 1939 

MR. f. J. HOBTHX.ISHSRGSR -
Graduate School of Business Administration 
Harvard TJaiveraity 
Soldiers Field 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 
Bear Frits: 

I want to cover a number of things ia this letter so I 
shall be as brief as possible. 
1. With regard to authorship, I think that JIal's name should be 

included on the title page as you suggested. I am not so sure 
about putnam. He unquestionably has contributed a great deal 
to the work being reported but I am not sure that he would 
even want to be tied up with the authorship of the book. % 
suggest that we acknowledge his contribution ia aa authors 
preface. 

2. Regarding the dedication of title book, my feeling at the moment 
is that I would prefer to leave this out. frankly, I have al
ways felt that dedications are little more then a sentimental 
gesture. Assuming that we would wish to dedicate the book to 
Jfayo and Peanoek and these are the two people we apparently 
would both choose, our selection of these two rather than others 
is for some good reason* I feel therefore that rather than 
merely dedicating the work to them we should ia a preface at
tempt to state what their contribution to the work was, where 
they fitted into the picture, etc. This would make clear, for 
example, what Kayo's relationship to the research group here 
at Eftwthcrne was and would clear up a good many other questions 
which t think many people do not clearly understand. Also ia 
this preface I think that the authors should make clear how 
they fit into the picture; that is, as reporters of an exten
sive collaborative piece of work. This would make clear that 
to a large extent we were given a job of reporting the work of 
others. It would also make clear that ia fitting the picture 
together we had to make explicit the working hypotheses employed 
and also some of the interpretations of the data, etc. Ia this 
preface 1 feel that we should give due acknowledgement to any 
individual either within the Company or at the school who made 
some significant contribution to the work being recorded. As 
I hare said, Mayo, pennook and Putnam would, in my opinion, re
ceive first mention, Shere may be others who should be mentioned 
also but I haven't really thought this through yet. At any rate 
these are my ideas on the subject of acknowledgements, dedications, 
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and authorship sad $ would toe interested ia knowing how you re
act to them. 

S, Yesterday I received Mrs. Carter's letter ia which she asked 
for my opinion about publishing the appendices* I am in favor 
of omitting all of them including Appendix #. X do not know 
what the usual practice is in publishing the kind of material 
reported in Appondix t but upon rereading chapter ? recently, 
1 had the definite impression that the subject of fatigue is 
a little too labored anyhow* It seemed to me that the data 
included in Chapter V will be sufficiently convincing to all 
but the £ew skeptics who couldn't be convinced anyhow /chat any 
additional proof may seem a bit silly something like doing 
a fine job of sewing up a bag when you know there la really no 
cat inside* As to Appendix 3 in which the various topics ere 
defined, I will leave that to your discretion, In glancing 
over this appendix, however, I rather hate to see them called 
"definitions.1* 

4* So far I have done a fairly careful job of reading Part I and 
there are a number of places where X thought corrections should 
be made* X shall list them here for your information* 
1* Page 3, paragraph 2 - "a* has been omitted in the phrase 

"described as sincere," 
8* Page 4, paragraph 3 - The phrase **to discuss the practical 

problems" should be altered to read 
"discuss some of the practical prob
lems * n 

"Every conceivable type" should be 
changed to read, "A wide range of 
type." 
The phrasing strikes me as a bit awk
ward* 
The phrase *and operated service 
machinery" should be changed to read 
"and serviced machinery. * 

0 
The phrase ••assumed responsibility for 
the shop's output" is incorrect and 
should read "assumed responsibility 
for meeting delivery dates" or some 
such phrase. 
The phrase "deductions from his pay 
at lower rates than would be available 
etc," is incorrect and X think this 
statement should read "cartful consid
eration was given to the individual 
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3. Page 5, beginning of 
last sen
tence 

4* Page 6, top of page -

5. Page S, paragraph 3 -

6* Page ?, paragraph 1 -

?. Page 10, sub-heading 
S 
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requiremeats of each employed seeking 
this service and all of the standard 
fori* of insurance were made available 
to him and could be paid for by hating 
weekly deductions inade from his pay.* 
The rest of this paragraph I think 
should be omitted. 

8. Pago 18, paragraph 3- I felt that the reference* to "old mea* 
and "big shot" didn't fit at this poiat 
la the story and should be omitted* 

9. Page 13, top of page Quit word "technically* and add »amayw 

ia the phrase «ia other industries." 
10. Page 13, paragraph 8 the statement "the above words will be 

ueed ia their strict and teohaloal 
sease* does aot seem clear* lust what 
deflaitioas are being used? 

11. Page 13, paragraph 3 Insert "public relations* ia seateaoe 
begianlng wfhe activities of iadustrlal 
relations and Accounting." 

12. Page 13, Figure 1 - this page looks pretty messy and I woa-
der if the lettering couldn't be typed. 

13. Page 15, paragraph 3 Omit the word "group* in phrase "Multi
plied by the group rate per piece.* 

14. Page 17, "Foot candle" should bs defined. Also 
the kind of work performed ia these 
illumination tests is aot mentioned ex
cept ia the aeeoad illumlaatioa experi- *-
meat. If Mr. Snow mentions this extremely 
important factor la his article, perhaps 
we better pat It la. 

CSAMK IX ~ Some where early ia this chapter you ought to mention 
that the operators ia the test room normally work a forty-eight 
hour week consisting of five 8-3/4 hour days from Monday to Friday 
inclusive and one-half day on Saturday, fhe hours of work were 
from 7:50 to 12:00 aad 18:45 to 5:00. On Saturdays they worked 
from 7:30 until 18:00. Also they were paid time mad a half over
time ia excess of eight hours; that is to say, on week days they 
received time aad a half for the forty-five minutes they worked 
in excess of eight hours. 
1. Page 38 - last seatease - I think this should be changed to 

read "this obviously might aot be 
true." 
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2. Page 48 - We say *tha first step etc.1* Ia what follows wore 
than one step is described. This struck me as 
rather confusing. 

1. Page 89 - top of page - The phrase "fought for them in higher 
Sfenagement circles" implies that 
fighting was necessary and might be 
changed to read "and supported them 
whenever necessary.•» 

2. Page 9 3 - 1 feel that Charts $ and V should be shown here 
rather then where they are. 

3. Page 95 and 90 - This statement on quality together with 
Table V starts out with promise but leaves 
the reader in the lurch. It fizzles out nad 
perhaps should be omitted altogether unless 
we can make a more complete statement* 

4. Page 1C2, paragraph 1 - The sentence "In particular, they fre
quently commented on the freedom from 
constraint and excessive supervision 
this they enjoyed" is ambiguous. 

figure 9 - Ought to bo done over. The printing in particular is 
sloppy* Ike same holds true for Figure 8. I think 
the written material on these charts should be typed. 

Page 123, paragraph 1 - last sentence. 
t suggest we omit this sentence which begins "A higher 
afternoon rate etc.** 

pages 128 and 129 should be interchanged. 

1. Page 147, paragraph 2 - The phrase which reads "which rates 
each worker's performance in terms 
of a fixed goal" should be changed 
to read "which rated each worker's 
performance in terms of an output 
standard." The last sentence In this 
paragraph should be changed to read 
"determining bar hourly rate of pay." 

2. Page 149, paragraph S - The phrase "was to repeat the test 
room" should be changed to "to simu
late or duplicate test room." 
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3. Page 154 - The discussion at the second relay group ends 
abruptly and should bave some closing remark. 

4. Page 161 - The statement Is made "the operators were paid 
lOOjC extra for Sundays." They were also paid 
50$ extra for overtime. This should also be 
mentioned. 

5. Page 166, paragraph S - Omit the part of the first sentence 
which reads "as part of a regular 
interviewing program which was then 
being conducted" and begin the sen
tence "The operators in the Mica 
Splitting Test Room etc." This would 
also take out the footnote. We wish 
to avoid tying this up with the iater-

• viewing program because the interview
ing program as we later point out is 
confidential. This same mistake is 
made on page 499 in the section on the 
moR and X want to make sure that this 
reference to the interviewing program 
is also emitted. 

6. page 197 - I suggest that we say "pink pills" instead of 
"kydia Pinkham." We might be sued. 

This is as far as I have gone and X suppose you hope t will 
die before X get any further. Some of the suggestions above are ad* 
mittedly trivial but % thought yon might want to see them anyway. 
Within the next few days I hope to complete the rest of the book and 
will send you any further corrections that occur to me. 

X still plan to come down to help on the concluding chanter 
and collect on the champagne supper you carelessly promised so many 
years ago. Am not sura yet when X can leave but it will probably be 
around the first of the month. 

Sincerely, 

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY 
W. J, DICKSON 
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Western Electric Company 
INCORPORATED 

H A W T H O R N E S T A T I O N CHICAGO 

G . S . R U T H E R F O R D L A W N D A L E 5 0 0 0 IN REP 
SUPERINTENDENT OF 

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 

June 15, 1939 

MR, W. J. DICKSON 
c/o The Commander Hotel 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 
Dear Bill: 

I was glad to get your note of June 13 and to 
know how you and Roethlisberger are progressing with the 
book. I am enthusiastic too - over the prospect that so 
much of your material will be put in shape so that it can 
be used here for training and elsewhere by anyone serious 
enough to recognize the problems and to try to understand. 

Someone told me this morning that you would not 
be back until week after next. I understood that perhaps 
your Cambridge trip would carry through into the week of 
the 19th. I think it would be too bad if you hurried the 
last of this job when it has taken so much time to date. 
Please do not feel under pressure so that you make an un
reasonable effort to get back at an early date. 

Yours very truly 

GSR-N 
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Western Electric Company 

INCORPORATED 195 Broadway New York J.W. DIET2 COrtlandt 7-7700 PERSONNEL RELATIONS MANAGER June 20, 1959 

MR. W. J. DICKSON 
c/o Mr. F. J. Roethlisberger 
Associate Professor of Industrial Research 
Graduate School of Business Administration 
Harvard University 

Dear Bill 

A question has come up here regarding a suitable foreword 
for Mr. Stoll to prepare for THE BOOK. Mr. Hosford has asked 
Putnam and me to make some suggestions about what we think would be 
suitable. It occurs to me that inasmuch as you are so near-by, if 
you could arrange to come back this way it would give us a chance 
to talk with you about it after you have had a chance to get Fritz's 
ideas also. 

There are a number of other matters that it would be helpful 
to have you talk over with us. 

How are things shaping up? Have you any very definite idea 
as to about when you will be heading for home? 

Sincerely yours 

Copy to Mr. Rutherford 
n " M r . Putnam 
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July 7, 1959 

MR, P. J. ROOTLISBERGSE 
Graduate School of Business Administration 
Harvard University 
Soldiers Shield 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 
Bear Fritz: 

I am enclosing two copies of the revised concluding chap
ters, one for you and one for Mr. Stoll. I am sending Mr. Stoll's 
copy to you for transmittal to him. Hal thought this would work 
more expeditiously than sending them to Put. 

Both Rutherford and Wright have read these chapters and 
agree upon them in substance. They have not, however, seen this 
final draft in which I have incorporated their suggestions. I sug
gest that in writing to Mr. Stoll you put it to him $ore or less 
that way. 

% made up two extra copies which I am holding here. I 
plan to give one of these to Wright and the other to Butherford 
for their corrections umfl aggsûX. We will send these corrections 
to you before vacation begins and you can enter them into the 
present copy. 

I thought that this method Of handling the matter might 
speed things up sufficiently so that we can still meet the dead
line and I am sure that Mr. Stoll will not object to a few minor 
corrections being made after he has released the chapters. I re
ceived a copy of Put's letter to you regarding the title of the 
book, I really prefer the one he suggests but leave the matter 
up to you. 

Sincerely, 
ORIGINAL SIGHED &* 

*v- - . w , j„ «CKS0N 

WJD:1IB 

Enc. 
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H A R V A R D U N I V E R S I T Y 

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

GEORGE F. 'BAKER FOUNDATION 

J. ROETHLISBERGER 
•sue. Professor of Industrial Research 

SOLDIERS FIELD 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

July 7, 1959 

Mr. W, J•/Dickson 
Hawthorne Works 
Western Electric Company 
Chicago, Illinois 
Dear Bill: 

My telegram of yesterday was to tell you that they have 
started galleys on Part IV. How are you getting along with the three 
chapters? I am sending a copy to you of Mayo's foreword. After I 
had read it several times I liked it very much. If there are any 
suggestions you have of small changes that you think might be made, 
let me know and I think I can manage itj hut of course we can't 
change it very much. Please let me know about this by July 15. 

Because Mayo mentions Pennock quite a bit in the foreword 
I wonder now if we could omit him in the dedication. It seems to 
me rather awkward to include his name. I should like the dedication 
now to read "To the employees, supervisors, and executives of the 
Western Electric Company who made this book possible". Note also 
that I have changed the ordering from our original plan. 

Also, please let me have by July 15 the corrections on 
the title page. I should prefer that you did not send that to New 
York as they have enough to stew about without worrying about that. 
I understand from Put that Qua doesn't think our title is quite 
descriptive enough and suggests Understanding the Worker, which 
he thinks would "click" with the sentiments of the people. Personally, 
I don't like that title. Moreover, page proofs have started and it 
would be a very big change for the press to effect. So I am going 
to treat Put's letter in the vein in which it was written, as merely 
a suggestion. I therefore suggest that the title page be omitted 
when you send the three chapters to New York so that the matter won't 
come up for consideration again. 

Everything now is in shape except the three last chapters, 
the title page, dedication, and Stoll's foreword. Let it not be said 
that the Western Electric Company did anything to impede the 
manufacturing schedule of the Harvard University Press! As one 
big institution to another, say I, let us co-operate! 

FJR/BB 
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July 12, 1939 

MR. ?• TO133L3BBE!BGii* 
Harvard University 
Graduate School of Business Administration 
Soldiers field 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Bear Fritz: 

By this time you no doubt will have received the last 
three chapters and my accompanying letter. We were greatly rushed 
in getting them into the mail last friday, consequently J did not 
have time to discuss a few points which I feel should be mentioned. 

If you had time to read the three chapters through you 
will note that I made a number of minor revisions and corrections. 
Most of these were made at the suggestion of Rutherford, Wright, 
and Moore, fhe more important changes are on pages 706 to 709 in
clusive. Everyone here who read the original draft of these pages 
got pretty well confused particularly on the two functions of an 
industrial plant* la the original statement you will remember that 
this statement was rather argumentative and to the effect that the 
"internal* function is not generally recognized. As % have revised 
it there is no argument about this point* fhe argument takes place 
over the manner in which the two functions are related, fhe people 
here seem to think that this statement cleared up their confusion* 

I was surprised to hear that you have not yet received 
Stoll*s forward. When I left Hew York on June S3 Putnam had it in 
what I thought to be final shape* In fact I spent a good part of 
my time in New York discussing this statement with him* Also X 
thought it was a very good statement for Mr. Stoll to make* 

With the exception of a few statements which really do 
not matter, X thought Jfeyo's preface was excellent* It seems to 
me he covered the ground very capably and with his usual urbanity* 
When read along with the tentative draft of Mr* Stoll's forward, 
one gets the impression that both statements are saying the same 
thing so far as the content of the book is concerned* I think, 
however, that inasmuch as the wording is considerably different, 
this should strengthen rather than weaken either statement* In 
all other respects I also feel that the two statements will look 
well side by side* 
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The dedication you suggest is O.K. with me. As you know 
I am not much in favor of any dedication but I think the one you 
suggested in your letter conforms to all of the sentiment* as to 
what is right and proper. 

One of the reasons for the delay in getting these last 
three chapters to you was that we were not aure how far we should 
go in describing the current counseling work. Some of the people 
here felt that the statement in the book want too far and that we 
should only lead up to the counseling program. At the same time 
everyone could see some merit in making a statement such as we have 
in the last chapter. There is still a bit of indecision on this 
point but I think in the main we have decided to let it stand pretty 
much as it is and you can proceed on that basis. As X said in my 
letter I did not have time to proofread the copies of the chapters 
I sent you. Also there are several other corrections that we will 
want to make but these will be mailed to you in due time. 

Since returning here I have had several occasions to re
fer to the text of the book. Consequently I wonder if you oould 
ship back the binders t left there. There is no immediate need for 
them but I would like to have them sometime after vacation. 

We leave on our vacation in a few days and can be reached 
at Johnson's Beach - your old address. 

Incidentally, I never received the telegram you referred 
to in your letter. * 

Sincerely, 

•HIGJNK. SIGNED BY 

J„ DICKSON 
WJD:14B 

ft 
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July 12, 1939 

MR 
/ ] 

• LEV1N&ER: 
V 

As you probably know. Mr. Stoll has approved the 
publication of the book which has been under preparation for 
several years on the Hawthorne industrial relations research 
work. The last three chapters were recently prepared by 
Roethlisberger and Dickson and I understand Boethlisberger is 
sending them to Mr. Stoll for review the same as was done with 
the earlier chapters* 

I am sending a copy of these last three chapters to 
you so that you may comment if you wish and so that you may 

* 

have them in case anyone at New York mentions them to you* 

G. S. 
/ 

lid 1^ lh*< *'U U Y K 

^ ' " " ' 'Sip 
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Preface 

About twelve years ago the Western Electric Company, at 
its Hawthorne plant, began the series of inquiries into the human 
effect of work and working conditions described in this book* In 
the last six or seven of these years many papers, monographs, books 
have been published describing the investigation or analysing some 
aspect of it. My own Lowell lectures in published form (The Human 
Problems of an Industrial Civilization. "BhevMacmillan Company, 1955) 
gave three short chapters to "the Hawthorne experiment1*. North 
Whitehead's The Industrial Worker (Harvard University Press, 2 volumes, 
1938) is a careful analysis, partly statistical, of the original "test 
room" records. A monograph by the authors of this book, Roethlisberger 
and Dickson, "Management and the Worker" (Graduate School of Business 
Adjsdnistration Monographs, Harvard University, Vol. XXI, No. 8, 
1954) attracted much interest in the United States and in Europe? 
it was even quoted in an industrial case in the Chancery division 
in London, the general effect of these and n a a y otter publications 
has been to give industrial audiences an illusion of familiarity 
when the Hawthorne experiment is mentioned. But this is illusion; 
many of us have long been aware that there is no sufficiently general 
understanding in industry, or elsewhere, of the course that the 
inquiry ran, of the difficulties it encountered, and of the constant 
need to revise and renew the attack upon the diverse problems 
presented. This book offers for the first time a continuous history 
of the entire series of experiments) it also relates together the 
many different inquiries. • 
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It is too often ashamed that almost any young university 
graduate of sufficient intelligence can charge out of university and into 
industry and, armed with some rags and tatters of scientific method 
borrowed mainly from, physics or chemistry, can proceed to make 
interesting findings. This belief ignores completely the mutual 
dependence and eomplexilgr of the facts of human association. If 
Mr. A. Pennoek, who began and developed this series of experiments, 
had not been intimately acquainted with this human complexity, if he 
had not been thug inspired to critical inspection of the first apparent 
findings, then this history would not have been written. It would have 
been easy, for example, to shut down the "test room" at the conclusion 
of Period eleven and to announce to the world another observation to 
the general effect that rest periods (of a certain length and 
periodicity) lead, of themselves, to improvement in production and 
morale. But Mr. Pennoek and his colleagues were not satisfied that 
the continuous improvement could be so directly related to rest periods? 
and the ttretum to original conditions" (see page ) was instituted 
as Period twelve* 3?bis critical change proved fruitful for the whole 
course of the inquiry) it led indeed to a clear realisation of the 
need for other and supplementary investigations. From this point on, / 
a constant shift to inquiries not anticipated in the original plan ! 

became characteristic, the authors nevertheless succeed in demonstrating/ \{ 

i H 
that, in spite of this constant shift, the relationship between the 
original and the supplementary inquiries was always maintained. In J 

the end a considerable enlightenment was gained that applied to every \ 
i ! 

item in the series. In using the phrase "considerable enlightenment" ,'• 
! 

I must not be understood to claim that it was either very extensive \ : j \ 
i 
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Or very profound) the authors of this book and those who participated 
in the work would alike repudiate »uch claim. The fact remains however 
that those who took part feel that they have learned something of the 
facts of human association in work, something about techniques of 
human investigation! they know also that what they have learned was, 
to them at least, novel and unexpected. But they regard this as a 
beginning rather than an end. 

What there i$ of achievement must be credited in large 
measure to 6. A. Pennoek, to M. L. Putnam, who succeeded him in 
control of the experiments, and to the officers of the Western tlectrlc 
dompany generally. It took courage and determination to persist with 
inquiries that often seemed doomed to inconclusiveness. The recurring 
need to find a way around obstaoles that seemed insuperable demanded 
insight and ingenuity. It is also to the credit of the company itself 
that there were no prohibitions* every participant in the investigation 
was free to find what he could find, provided always that such 
observation would stand up against the immediate critical inspection 
of his colleagues and would reveai itself unshakeably as fact* For 
this reason the work lias been extraordinarily interesting to. all those 
who have shared it. They have been many, and for all of us whether 
our participation has been continuous and intimate or episodic and 
remote there are pleasant memories of occasions when our colleagues 
have said to a diffident suggestion "Why - of course". I cannot name 
all who have thus participated, who can thus think with satisfaction 
of the experience: an attempt to name everyone would read, a colleague 
suggests, like a telephone book. But it can at least be claimed that 
in studying the need for more effective human collaboration in industry 
we ourselves have learned something of the art. 
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Of none of us is this more true than of the authors of this 
hook. Both have bees continuously and intimately associated with the 
work - Boethliaberger for Harvard University. Dickson for the companyj 
both are still so associated. Everyone concerned was content that 
they should assume the task of revision for report and fmblic&tion* 
and we believe that they have done it well. The work that they 
report is the work of many hands - their own and others - but the 
selection, development, and presentation of topics are their own* 
Where intelligent elaboration has been needed* they have provided 
it* In this they have had the support and aid of the company and 
of Harvard University. 

And this last should be acknowledged also. Collaboration 
in work of this kind presumes not only an active relation bstwsea 
workers of the university and of the industry, it presumes also a 
relation between institutions. The aid given by Harvard Univarsiiy 
has been as admirable in its way as the freedom to inquire and the 
support given by the company. Over a period of twelve years the 
investigation has benefited by the collaboration where requir-ed of 
the Fatigue Laboratory* the Graduate School of Business Administration* 
the Medical School, the Department of Anthropology in Harvard Soilage,* 
Dean Wallace B* Donham and Br* Lawrence 3. lender son. both of the 
Committee on Industrial Physiology, must be considered to have been 
actively participant in the research from the beginning* Their role 
in the University group is comparable with that of Sir* C» G* Stoll 
of the Hew Xork office and Mr* Q. L* Bice of Hawthorne ia support of 
Mr* G* A. Pennock. Mr* M* L* Putnam, and the company group. There 
can be no question that Bean Donham and Dr. Henderson have fulfilled 
an important function in the general development of the study* 
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The authors ask me to acknowledge the invaluable aid in 

preparation of this book for publication given by Mrs. Hilda Richardson 
Carter, secretary of the Industrial Research Department. Mrs. Carter 
h#s revised and edited the manuscript, has prepared the index, and read 
the proof sheets as they case off* the presses* 

One other comment must be made. Researches of this type are 
usually impossible because of a foolish convention that institutions 
engaging in industrial research are expected to "pay their way" or 
"earn their keep** This means, in effect, that any such institution, 
living from hand to mouth, ia committed to the futility of endless 
repetition of some former discovery* The interesting apercu, the 
long chance, may not be followed* both alike must be denied in order 
that the group may "land another job1*. This confusion of research 
with commercial huckstering can never prospers the only effect is to 
disgust the intelligent youngster who is thus forced to abandon his 
quest for human enlightenment* But for an endowment from the. 
Rockefeller foundations Harvard University would have been unable to 
permit so many men to participate in an inquiry that has developed, 
at a varying pace, over a period of twelve years. 

Can anyone doubt the need for inquiries of this typet Ihe 
spectacle of JSurope, erstwhile mother of cultures, torn from end to 
end by strife that she can by no means resolve should give pause to 
the most "practically mindedw, should make such persons ask what 
•type of research is likely to be moat practically useful at the 
moment. The art of human collaboration seems to have disappeared 
during two centuries of quite remarkable material progress. The 
various nations seem to Save lost all capacity for international 
co-operatic© in the necessary tasks of civilization. The internal 
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condition of each nation is not greatly betters it seems that only a 
threat from without, an unmistakable emergency, can momentarily quiet 
the struggle of rival groups. In this general situation it would 
gseem that inquiries such as those undertaken by officers of the 
Western Electric Company have an urgent practical importance that is 
second to no other human undertaking. How can humanity* s capacity for 
spontaneous co-Operation be- restored? It is in this area that 
leadership is most required, a leadership that has nothing to do 
with political "isms" or eloquent speeches. Whet is wanted is 
knowledge, a -type of knowledge that has escaped us in two hundred 
years of prosperous development. How to substitute human responsibility 
for futile development* how to substitute human responsibility for 
futile strife and hatreds - this Is One of the most important researches 
of our time. It is our hope that the inquiries described in this 
book are the beginning of a small contribution to such knowledge. 

Elton Mayo 
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" F. J. ROETHLISBERGER 
Jfsoc. Professor of Industrial Research 

SOLDIERS FIELD 

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

July 14, 1939 

Mr. W. J. Dickson 
Johnson*s Beach 
Chesterton, Indiana 
Dear Bill: 

lou might like to know the way Stoll released the 
book. His letter reads: 

The last three chapters of the book are, in 
my opinion, the best statement of conclusions from 
the research which have been made. I have no 
suggestion to offer concerning them and wish you 
every success as you move forward to publication. 

The reason I asked you to return Binder One is that 
I should like to have a complete copy of the manuscript when 
I am in South Wellfleet at Cape Cod during the month of August. 
Mrs. Carter will have the other copy here at the office and 
as you know the Press manuscript has to be returned to them 
with the galleys. So unless you feel very strongly the need 
for these binders, I should like to have them during August. 
I can mail them back to you by September 1. 

From now on, everything is pretly much routine and 
Mrs. Carter, Miss Mitchell, Miss Boyle, and I will do everything 
to see that the book will come out in good shape. Thanks again 
for everything you have done and I hope I wonTt have to bother 
you again about anything concerning the book. The next time 
you hear from me, I hope, will be when you receive the finished 
article. 

I hope you, Alice, and the children will have a good 
vacation. Forget all about the work. It is really going on 
very well. What page proof I have seen looks awfully well -
I am sure you will like it. 

Sincerely, 

FJR/BB 
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July 14, 1939 

MR. F, J, RQETHI*ISESH&$B 
Harvard University 
Graduate School of Business Administration 
Soldiers field 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Dear Fritzs 

I have just received your teletype message. Putnam 
called Wright on the phone last night and told him the news. Heed*-
less to say we were all very pleased that the chapters were released 
so quickly. I also understand that Mr. Stoll was quite pleased with 
them. 

I am listing below some of the major corrections which 
have occurred to us in rereading the manuscript: 

CHAPTHR mr 

Page 716 - The word nonjaconomic should, I think, be hyphenated. 
Also the/non-logical which occurs elsewhere in the 
chapter. 

CHAPTER XSCV 
Page 734 - Gardner had a strong fooling that some mention should be 

made of Barnard's distinction in a footnote. He had just 
finished reviewing Barnard*a book for a journal when he 
read this and said he had the definite Im^es si on that a 
good deal of phraseology in the flrst^cna^erwas almost 
identical as that used by Barnard, perhaps you could in
sert a footnote to the effect that this distinction is 
similar to that made by Barnard in his recent book. 

page 734 - The last sentence of first paragraph. The phrase "the 
effective adaptation of these two functions" should be 
changed to *the effective, performance of these two func
tions," 

Page 735 - Nobody here knew what was meant by "misplaced conerete-
ness." It might be well to insert a brief definition of 
this statement together with a footnote reference to 
Whitehead*s statement of it. 
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Page 73D* - In the last sentence on this page we say, «... sirs not 
of an organic nature." 1 think perhaps we should pro* 
tact ourselves on this statement by Inserting the word 
measurable; that Is, "not of a measurable organic nature," 
The point is that ail of thass changes oust have soma 
organic counterpart* • Anyway I think you know what % 
mean. 

Page ¥3? - End of first paragraph under Best Pauses, The phrase 
"sentiments of personal integrity" is bothersome to 
people who do not know Pareto. perhaps you can think 
of a mora descriptive phrase or insert a definition, 

Fags 740 - The word rtsemiTautomaticw should he hyphenated. 
Page 744 - Last sentence of first paragraph under Wage Incentives. 

Change phrase "than frequently assumed* to "than is 
frequently assumed." 

Page 951 - The terms "functional** and "straight line* organisation 
may not he understood by many readers. Also % am not 
sure that wa hare used these terms in their accepted 
sense here and in other parts of these chapters where 
the same tanas are used* 

CnAFTsK AA.V1 

Page 774 - Paragraph 1. In reading this paragraph, Gardner asked 
the following question: "Uoes lack of authority by the 
Interviewer prevent misuse of interview material?" Ob
viously it does not but the statement in this paragraph 
might be construed to mean that we think it does. This 
difficulty might be overcome by rewording the second 
sentence somewhat as follows: "In the first place, the 
employees and supervisors might not feel free to dis
cuss their problems with him. As in their relations with 
their supervisors thay might attempt to control his evalu
ation of them by communicating to him only those aspects 
of their situation which would place them in a favorable 
light." 

Page 778 - The case of Mary Jonas bothers ma in some vague way. -
wish you would take a critical look at this case and 
feel free to change it In any way you please. 

Page 785 - Conclusion. On the whole, everyone who has read this 
conclusion likes it. Hal has suggested, however, that 
it might be strengthened by a further elaboration of 
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MR. F. .T.ROETBXXSBERGBR July 14, 1939 

the two concluding points, as he expressed it, the con
clusion would run along the following lines: 
1. The human problems of Management are essentially 

problems of human interrelations* 
2. These human interrelations are Inseparable from the 

concrete work situations within the plant. 
3. A knowledge of these situations is essential for 

intelligent administration. 
4. The ordinary managerial controls are not explicitly 

addressed to the performance of this function. 
5. Therefore a neŵ  kind of control is required. 
6. The exercise of this specialty requires specialized 

skills and techniques. 
7. These skills must be applied in an organized way to 

the end that the individuals who exercise them can 
devote their uninterrupted attention to the fulfill
ment of them. 

8. The organisation of these skills cannot be done hap
hazardly but must observe certain definite precau
tions. 

9. Sotfthe functioning of such a specialised technique 
Management should commit itself to the continual 
study of the problems within its own organizatloa, 
etc 

The above covers the major points that have occurred to ma. 
Inasmuch as these three chapters will probably be set up iu galley In 
a very short time, X suppose this is my last fling at the book. X 
hope everything continues to go well and that it does not tax you too 
much. 

I am mailing you Biader X under separate cover. Parts of 
it are marked up a good deal but X think all of Mrs. Carter's correc
tions remain and most of them have been incorporated in the revised 
copy sent yOu. 

P.S. Your telegram of July 6 just arrived. I suggest that you see 
that the charges on this are canceled. 

Sincerely, 

WJD:MB 
OWfci^MHW.BY 
VY. 4. SM6KSON 

W.J.D. 
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SOLDIERS FIELD 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

July 51, 1959 

9 Mr. YL/J. Dickson * 
Western Electric Company 
Hawthorne Plant 
Chicago, Illinois 
Dear Bill: 

The book is practically all set up in page proofs 
and each day looks better. I am leaving tomorrow for my 
vacation down in South Wellfleet where I shall continue to 
prepare the index. I finally decided to take over this job 
myself as I had a few ideas I wanted to play with. I think 
it is going to be some index. The binding of the book will 
be like Pare to* s, according to your wishes. Inasmuch as 
everything on the book has been ahead of schedule, I don't 
see why publication should not be before November the first, 
which is the announced date. The last three chapters look 
swell in type. I think you will all be pleased. 

Give Hal my best wishes and tell him I am going 
to write him some day about a personal matter. 

Sincerely yours, 
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GEORGE F. "BAKER FOUNDATION 

F. J . ROETHLISBERGER SOLDIERS FlELD 
•issoc. Professor ofIndustrial Research BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

September 13, 1939 

While I was in New York this past week, Miss Boyle, 
at my direction, sent you a corrected copy of the page 
proofs. -It seemed to me that you would prefer this to 
your copy of the manuscript, but of course, if you want 
the manuscript too, I can send it to you. I hesitated 
sending the page proofs because I thought you might 
worry over certain details that will be different in the 
book: In the first place, the size of the page will be 
larger in the book. In the second place, the Press did 
not take care to place the printing on the page correctly 
in the page proof. I tried to make sure that all the 
corrections we made on the Press copy of the page proof 
were included in your copy, so that you wouldn't worry 
that we had missed certain obvious errors. 

Undoubtedly you will find some errors, but I don't 
think we will be able to do much about them now, as the 
book is alreaciy being bound. Mr. Pottinger thinks that 
it may come out the second week in October, which is a few 
weeks earlier than the announced publication date of 
November 1st. The size of the book and the binding will 
be exaetly like Par etc 

I saw Put last week in New York and he is still 
working on the list of people to whom the book is to be 
sent. It is Put's idea that I should send one of the very 
first copies to Mr. Stoll with a very short inscription in 
the beginning by me; nothing sentimental, of course, just 
something like, "Here is the book.n Unless you think 
otherwise, your signature will not be on this particular book. 

There will be certain copies in which both our 
signatures and Hal's should be included. How this is to be 
handled I haven't thought out. I have just come back from 
my vacation officially today, having spent the last week in 
New York attending the World's Fair, and I still feel out 
of touch with things, so I will let you know my thoughts 
later. But I wanted to hasten this letter so that you won't 
become excited about the page proofs I sent you. 

Sincerely, 
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

GEORGE F. "BAKER FOUNDATION 

F. J . ROETHLISBERGER SOLDIERS FlELD 
4ssoc. Professor of Industrial* Research BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

\ ,n September 15, 1959 
Mr. W. JyDickson 
Western,Electric Company 
Hawthorne Works 
Chicago. Illinois 
Dear Bill: 

1 sent you a hasty letter yesterday just so you would not 
worry about the appearance of the page proofs. Today I want to comment 
on a few more things that occur to me: t, j|W 

(1) On the purchase of a fairly large number of books by the Vjpk*̂^ 
Western Electric Company, the Press will give a discount of one-third l̂ lf̂  
off the list price - the same discount it gives the bookstores. ~ 

(2) I hope you like the index. I did about 75 hours work 
on it and feel very pleased with it. It has some fine touches which 
I suppose most readers will miss but which gave me a great deal of 
pleasure when preparing it. 

(5) Xou will note that in Mayo's preface I added a few 
names: Mr. Bosford, Mr. Rutherford, and Miss Mitchell. I hope you 
agree with my additions. 

(4) Xou will notice that I never followed Hal*s and your 
suggestion with regard to amplifying the conclusion. It seemed to 
me that the carrying out of these suggestions would have meant 
writing the book all over again and, if you don't mind my saying it, 
it seemed to me somewhat like the behavior of an obsessive who has 
difficul-ty in starting and once he has started has difficulty in 
stopping. Anyway, I finally decided that if people, after reading 
the book, did not understand those concluding two points it would 
do very little good to repeat them. 

I have just seen a dummy of the book and it looks swell. 
Each day it seems as if the book is going to come out a bit earlier 
than we expected. It looks as if all that is left is to put the 
cover on. 

When I returned yesterday I heard the good news that Mayo 
and his wife are returning on the 20th. For a time I wasn't sure 
that he would cose back. Whitehead and his wife, however, are sailing 
for England in a few "weeks; and of course Eyres Monsell will not 
return this year. 
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I don't know now you feel, but in view of the whole world 
situation the book seems to me "small apples". To talk about collabora
tion, in the present situation, sounds rather trite. At least this was 
my strong feeling when I went to the New York Western Electric office 
last week. I was surprised, however, to find that they talked much 
more about the book than they did about the war, so maybe we will have 
some readers after all. 

If you and Hall would like to prepare a list of people or 
places to which the book should go for review purposes, 1 wish you """ 
would make it out and send it to me. Also, it would help me if you 
would prepare a list of people to whom you think an announcement with 
regard to the book should be sent. I am mailing you the fall 
announcement of the Harvard University- Press, which includes our 
book. J 

i 

hit. 
I shall write you in a few days with reference to the routine 

of handling books that are to be distributed within the Western /J) 
Electric Company. Maybe you and Hal have some ideas about it. 

Please give my best regards to Hal. 
Sincerely yours, 

P. S. Just received your telegram. This letter and the previous 
one wiil answer your question. If I had not been away when the 
page proof ŝ were sent to you I should have let you know sooner; 
but there was nothing for you to do. I wanted you to see how the 
book was coming along. 

jtU ^ w û U X <* ** oWw! 

W t| fit, rv*rM • 
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September 15, 1939 

Graduate school of Business Administration 
Harvard Baiversity 
Soldiers Field 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Bear fritss: 
X am looking forward with much interest to your letter you 

promised in your wire am I hare one hundred and one questions I am 
curious to learn the answers to such as when the book will be out, 
what you think its prospects are after nurturing it all summer, how 
the war has or will affect your department and your activity, ate*. 
Perhaps you will tell m those things la your letter; perhaps you 
will nave to come out and see us,but at any rate % am curious* 

About tho dedication, I think I can at last stats why % 
never felt quite right about having one in this book. It isnft that 
X am opposed to sentiment at all. The answer Z think is that it is 
not In keoping with the character of the book or with oar position 
as authors. X hmva just read the forward and the preface after not 
having seen them for so** time. % foel that both Mayo and Stoll air 
pressed the general idem that the research was one of mmny hands mad 
that we, as authors, wears sort of elected to put the thing togetaar 
so that it would maks sanse. Also Stoll spends some littla apace 
making appropriate acknowledgements to all who participated Includ
ing supervisors, workers, and Management. I feel that his remarks 
were natural and quite in place. Wnwa over the next page and sa« 
an author*s dedication strikes me as not only a bit too thick but 
alto implies that we are thanking a lot of people for parmittimg m 
to do the job when it wasn't really us at all but a small army of 
people. Also I think it is tha sort of thing tbat sounds well fsoa 
your angla but not so wall from m^Ms. That is, it seems appropriata 
to make these sorts of statemants about a group that is outside tns 
family. Bal and I, however, are in tfee family and it doesn't sound 
right for us to be making statements of that sort about tha people 
with whom we work. That Is about as near as J can oome |© the 
logics of my feelings in this matter. I am sure that aoihreparabio 
damage will be done If the dedication stands but I thought you might, 
if time and circumstances permit, be a good sport and take it out. 
Kayba you can use this as a ease somewhere. It really ought to make 
a good oaa. 

The Imdax looks swell. It is tas only oaa X aver looked 
at closely and 1 foamd xysalf rsedlmg it almost Ilka a novel wltm 
yom as the hero slasmimf araamd tfexomgs. tas jangle. 
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MR. f. J . HOimiSBSROSR 2. September 15, 1939 

The heat out here is terrific. It has beea around SIS for 
three days and mights and all of the weaker institution* are shutting 
down* 

X hope this has hot caused any disturbances in the tran
quility of your disposition nor la the easy motions of the Test 
routines that you heve set in motion and of which you are in contend. 

I hope you had a pleasant sunaaer. My best regards to 
Margaret aad yourself. 

>' K DICKSON 
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September 19, 1939 

a 1 o 
Mr. lilliajarJ. Dickson 
Hawthorne'forks 
Western Electric Company 
Chicago, Illinois 
Dear Bill: 

I am enclosing two review lists: one presented 
by the Harvard University Press, which includes those 
people who reviewed Whitehead's two books; and the other, 
a list of people who reviewed Paul Pigor's book. Of 
course, there is some duplication in the lists, which 
I haven*t bothered to check. I wish you would look 
these over and give me any suggestions you might have 
in regard to reviewers you think may have been omitted. 
Let me know as soon as possible so I can prepare a list 
for the press. 

I hope my two letters have answered all your 
questions, but please do not hesitate to ask me any 
more if you are bothered about anything. 

FJR/BB 
Sac. 
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Harvard University Press 
Eeview List 

/ ( 
$m York Times, Times Square, Haw York City 

/ few York Herald Tribune, 850 West 41st -St*, HYO 
/ 

American Journal of Sociology, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111. 
Annals of the American Academy, 5457 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
American Economic Beview, Charles Elver Bead, Cambridge, Mass. 
Journal of Political Sconomy, University of Chieago Press, 5750 Ellis Ave., 

Chicago, 111. 
Journal of Social Philosophy, College of the City of Mew York, Convent 

Ave. and. 159th St., SIC 
Social Research, 66 West 12th St., SIC 
American Political Science Review, 209 South Hall, University of Wisconsin, 

Had!son, Wis. 
Political Science Quarterly, Fayerweataer Hall, Columbia University, HYC 
The Survey, 11E last 19th St., WIO 
Harvard Business Eeview, ilorgan Hall, Soldiers Field, Boston, lass* 
A. L. A. Booklist, 520 Sorth Michigan Ave., Chicago,. 111. 
Journal of Industrial Hygiene, 55 Sh&ttuck St., Boston, Mass. 
Quarterly Journal of Economics, Littauer Center, Cambridge, Mass. 
Bureau of Personnel Administration, 2781 Graybar Building, Lexington Ave., MIC 
Southern Economic Journal, C/o 0. T. Schwanning, University of Sorth Carolina, 

Chapel Hill, S. C. 
Babson Institute Alumni Assn. Bulletin, Babson Park, Mass. 
Psychological Abstracts, Brown University, Providence, E. I. 
American Sociological Review, C/o Prof. Howard Backer, University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wis. 
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The Management Be view, C/o James 0. Rice, 5S0 »est 4£nd St., SIC 
Time, time and Life Building, Bockefeller Center, MG 
Business School Alumni Bulletin, C/o Bean Martin, Soldiers Field, 

Boston, Mass* 
/ 

t 
/ 
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Paul Pigors 
Review List 

Editors, Information Service,. t>epart»ent of Research and Education, 
Federal Council of the Churches of Christ In America 
297 4th Ave . , NIC 

James 0. Rice, Editor, The American %nsgem^nt Association, 
MO %st 42nd St., MtQ ££h® Management Beview Personnel 

Secretary, American Economic Association, Northwestern University, 
Evanston, Illinois £h\® American Economic lieviewj 

Editors, The Sew Hepublio, 40 Scat 49th St., S&G 
Editors, The Annals of the America* Academy of Political and Social Science, 

15457 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Penna. 
George K Little, Executive Editor, 2he Arbitration Journal, 
$ K mth St., KfC 

Book Review Editors, American Sociological Review, 0nlversity of Wisconsin, 
Madison, lisconsin 

Dr. Hans Speier, S*c*y, Social %search, 66 west lEth St., SIC 
Managing Editor, John trout. Fayarweather Hall, Columbia University, SIC 
^Political Science %a.rter^£/ 

Secretary, Eoyal Economic Society, 4 Portugal St., London, f?.G.2, England 
£Ehe Economic Journal/ 

Editors, 2conomica, London School of Iconomics and: Political Seseareh, 
Houghton St*, London «f.C2, Ingland 

A. P . Lamer, Editor, Tha Eeview of Economic Studies, London School of 
Economics, Houghton St., London *.C.2, England 

M. J. Aronaon, Managing Editor, Collage of the City of Hew lork, 
<Jonvent Avenue and 15th St., MIC ̂ ôttrnal of Social Philoaopw 

Wilbur Cross, Bditor, 145 Urn St., lew Haven, Connecticut ^faa lale SeviewJ 
Secretary, International Labour Office, Geneva, Switaerland 
^Entf 1 Labour BoviewJ 

fcvalyn #uckl«0r, £x. Secfy, Tha «%ciety for the Advancement of management 
Journal, Engineering Societies Buildimg, Boom 102, 29 test 59th &t., MIC 
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Kegtaald Pugh, Bditor, British toageaent Review, 52 Grasveaor Gardens, S.B.I 
leaden, England 

• %arle.s K l̂ocombe,. Hsmagiag- Editor* 60 %mt 4 « St., MQ /Personnel Journal 

Ann ^ ̂ J^^r- Y\/^- ̂ -\ 
/ L 0 • r% 

1/ ) > ^ ^ < 1^,^ /V^feo 
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September SS, 1939 

MR. F» J, BOSTfiLBBBRQIE 
Graduate Sehool of Basis*'** Adsiaistratioa 
Harvard tfaiYersity 
Soldiers Field 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Bear frita: 

t am eaclosiag the aames of a few additional publications 
•which might fee interested ia reviewing the hook. Î will send you 
a list of people ia the Chicago area to whom aaaouacemeats should 
be seat early next week* 

Also I think Mr. Diets may have some ideas about getting 
the book reviewed ia management circles, we will coatact aim oa 
this matter aa soon as possible and inform you of any ideas he may 
haTe. 

Sincerely, 

O R I G I N A L S I G N E D BV 

W. J . DICKSON 

Hac. 
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September £5, 193$ 

Mr. E. I.* Arnold 
&ttwar$ %iir«rirlty fresa 
38 quincy Street 
Cambria£e# Massachusetts 
Sear Hp* Arnold: 

Acc&rdlng to our telephone conversation of this 
morning, X «ateat«n^ ̂Wtarfe yon will «<*nd tomorrow suit. 
comj&imentary oopi** of the book to »*,. nix tomnllmsntery 
copies to Mr* i*. 1» Mck*«m>. ana: tbrmo complimentary cofiaa 
to Mr* tt. A* frigfct* • As yom know, the aggros* of Maasrs. 
$Ac3caon and Wright is Western Hsctric Company, H«wti$^H&nt,. 
Chicago, 'Illinois* 

fill yon also send tomorrow advance coplaa to 
Mr* Q* St oil, Waatcrn $i«etric. Company., 19& Broadway., K«iVC 
Mr. I» l» Bosford, * * * * . w * 
Mr# e. A* Johnson, * K * * * * 
Mr.. 3* t* Mat*, 
Mr. M. L« Putnam, * * * , * * * 
Mr. @« &» Biem, Western Hectric 'Company., Bawtlborne ?lent, Chicsg© 
Mr. B* Levinger, * * * * * * 
m>, G» a. Butbsrtod,* * * * * * 
Mr. $* A» Fannock, €14 iUpwood Aran-ne,. Oak fark, Illinois 

fhaaa advance copies, preferably marked *advenee copy", will be 
charged to tha Wasters Heetrio Company, c/o Mr* **• it* Dickson, 
Hawt-homa Plant, at tha discount rata that ww agreed to of 
one-third off tha list pries. Thesa advene* copies will ha only 
part of a much larger purchass which tha Company will male* later, 
and accordingly I suggest that you do not bill the Company until 
tha larger order comas ia. 

Yours sincsrely, 

y» 3m Boethlisberger 
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
G R A D U A T E S C H O O L O F BUSINESS A D M I N I S T R A T I O N 

GEORGE F. 'BAKER FOUNDATION 

F, J. ROETHLISBERGER SOLDIERS FIELD 

fssoc, Professor of Industrial Research i BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

September 28, 1939 
Mr. William 
Hawthorne VJa 
Western Electric Company 
Chicago, Illinois 
Dear Bill: 

I saw Margaret Price yesterday. She is leaving the General 
Electric where, as you know, she was working in the factory as part 
of her preparation for doing personnel work in industry. Unfortunately, 
there are no openings available for her at the plant there. Her 
experience, however, has whetted her appetite for continuing with 
personnel work in industry. I told her to write to you to see if there 
was any possibility of your expanding your counseling program. 

By the time you receive this letter I hope you will have 
seen the book. I think the press has done a good job. I have added 
your review list to the press list and shall wait until I hear from 
either Dietz or you about others that you think should be included on ^ 0 
the list. Mr. Pottinggrr tells me that the Oxford University Press, 
the Harvard University Press's agents in England, will take care of 
the review list in England and the continent. However, because of 
conditions the Oxford University Press is not sending any more books 
to be reviewed on the continent. 

I shall have the book circularized among the list of people 
who, during the past years, have shown some interest in our work. This 
list will include all the men who attended Cabot's conferences as well. 
We have some 200 names that I think should be pretty good prospects. 

I suggest that you keep one book and make all the corrections 
you find or are told about in that copy so that in case, by some ,~ 
miracle, we ever have a second edition we can make those corrections, /t*«i&̂  

Mayo is very pleased that the book is out and seems very 
enthusiastic about it. By the way, we shall take care of people like 
Lloyd Warner, Chester Barnard, etc. If, however, the company intends 
to send complimentary copies to noncompany people, you had better >~v. 
let me know who they are so there will be no duplication of the list. 
Also, if you want us to send complimentary copies to certain noncompany 
people, give me the names and I will see that it is done. Theyion-
sequence of such a procedure means, of course, that wm don't get any 
royalties from those books. Mayo has quite a list of people in England 
to whom he is sending the book and I, of course, may send it to a 
few General Motors and Swift people, but we had better agree on our 
outside list so let me know how you want to arrange this. 
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Do you want to take care of Turner at Technology? 
How did you like the flaming yellow cover? 

* '̂J £M*** U,1& e^&*«*^> 
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Advertiyement to appear ;.n the Eovenbt-r iscne of 
Tho Atlantic monthly and Harpers llo-p.zire 

HARVARD BOOKS GERMAN FINANCIAL POLICIES, 1932-1939. 
By KENYON E. POOLE 

Why has proletarian Germany not suffered a financial collapse and how has it been able to meet the 
problems of unemployment and of rearmament during the years since 1932? A trained economist 
here examines the whole Nazi financial structure up to the spring of the present year. $3.50 

THE HISTORY OF AN ADVERTISING AGENCY 
By RALPH M. HOWER 

"A notable history of the N . W . Ayer & Son advertising agency. The history of this agency is the 
story of American advertising — a unique story. . . . The book is a veritable Blackstone for the 
advertising profession. Here are set forth all the possible problems and policies which an advertising 
agency, a newspaper publisher, or an advertiser will meet in the modern world. . . . Dr. Hower 
writes with the clarity, candor, and force of a star reporter." — William Allen White. $4.00 MR. JUSTICE MILLER AND THE SUPREME COURT, 1862-1890 

By CHARLES FAIRMAN 
Appointed to the Supreme Court in 1862, Justice Miller was an important figure in the unsettled years 
of the Civil War and the Reconstruction Period. In tracing his career, extensive use has been made 
of Miller's correspondence, contemporary newspapers, and files of the older law journals. $4.50 

MASTERS OF DRAMATIC COMEDY 
By HENRY TEN EYCK PERRY 

The social role of comedy is the central theme of this 
charming book, in which M r . Perry surveys comedy 
from the ancient world down to modern times. $4.00 MEDIEVAL STUDIES IN MEMORY OF A. KINGSLEY PORTER 
Edited by W. R. W. KOEHLER 

"A symposium of effort commanding unalloyed re
spect, a fitting monument to a great American 
scholar and man."—Boston Transcript. 2 vols., $25.00 

ON REREADING CHAUCER 
By HOWARD R. PATCH 

Fresh and original, this study of one of the geniuses 
of English literature reveals Chaucer as thoroughly 
modern, especially in his sense of humor. $2.50 ELIZABETH LLOYD AND THE WHITTIERS 
Edited by T. FRANKLIN CURRIER 

Portraying the quiet home life of a group of Quakers 
in anti-slavery days, and the friendship between the 
Whittiers and the Lloyds, these letters will appeal to 
everyone interested in American literature. $3.00 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS 

OTHER NOTABLE BOOKS REVOLUTIONS AND DICTATORSHIPS 
By HANS KOHN, $3.50 

HISTORIAN AND SCIENTIST 
By GAETANO SALVEMINI, $1.75 

VERMONT IN THE MAKING 
By MATT B. JONES, $4.00 

MANAGEMENT AND THE WORKER By F. J. ROETHLISBERGER and W. J. DICKSON, $4.50 
PREHISTORIC LIFE 

By PERCY E. RAYMOND, $5.00 
BATS 

By GLOVER M. ALLEN, $4.00 
HEALTH AT FIFTY 
Edited by W. H. ROBEY, $2.50 U N I V E R S I T Y O F W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 
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DO W N i#lfffiadelpbia there it * * advertising: 
agen6ycM&d N. W. Ayer A Son. It ia one 

of the largest and most reputable in the world, haviitiiî inlUii'ied in 1869 and for a half cen-
navtng handled millions of dollars' 
ss every year—in some years $30,-
"5000,000 worth of business. Its 

pes, or has included, such organiza-
ican Telephone, Ford, the French 
riBiscuit an4 Steifeway * Sons. 

|«s years ago the late Wilfred W. • 
then president of Ayer, had. an 
.Ralph M. Hower, who is now an 

assistant pfSftsssor at the harvard Graduate 
School of Business Administration. The fact is 
noted here because it is an essential part of the 
background of Dr. Hower's remarkable book 
called "The History of an Advertising Agency."* 

Essential, ;&jat is, from the public point of 
view* since cttaenvise a casual observer might 
'jump to th«;^iftclusion that "The History of an 
Advertising jygmcy," whic£ deals with Ayer, is 
simply a gloried house ad. It is nothing of the 
kind. Nor, dit; the other hand, is it a 652-page 
blas^ agaiiipj^.yer and the industry in general. 
It H a lttwheaded, well-Written and fair-
minded sun̂<|̂d analysis, based on hard facts. 
For the mcg£part, the facts come straight from' 
the Ayer Mlm' 

* f t i e Circumstances 
Hence thJMwrgument—or perhaps disagree

ment WouliJp a-better word. Francis W. Ayer, 
the actual $fcnder of the firm talthough merely 
the "son" of the firm name), had died in 1923, 
and President Fry, his son-in-law, wanted to 
have a, miSjplfrial biography prepared. After 
some persuanon he agreed that * history of the 
business would serve his purpose quite as well, 
and Dr. Hower came to Philadelphia from Cam
bridge to afcdertake the work. It was, when fin
ished; to ̂ fubmitted for criticism and suggeS-

Ifentually to be published as one of 
"aeries of books edited by Professor 

of the Harvard Business School, 
fas it stand*** todeed one of the Har-
Is in Business -History, and probably 

^generally interesting one of the lot. 
r,Dr. Hower had completed his research 

sd a first draft, certain,fundamental 
Were raised. Not then (Ued not now,*a 

"a champion of the -estvwttiataf th-
part of it," and havtaf. Jugl free 

I company's files (except for "recent Drds" and "confidential data supplied 
i he reached a number of more or less 

tions, am 
theaptaj 
N. *,B. 

I jHK*-*l they resident Fry put 
litem* fcfct fioMJa ""opposed publication" tt the manuscript the project was taken up again Batten, his successor, who agreed that 
*TKW BIMTOKT OF AM ADTMItTIMZm 40S*«r. 

- »» Phnw . M , 

a*||*er of such issues as he and Dr. Hower could 
not fettle between themselves should be Promisor 
Gras. t»3iis introduction as general editot'Pro
fessor Gras notes that sometimes he agfeffl with 
one side,*ibmetimes with the other. ̂ fk", 

Thus we have some pretty plain spjjking, both 
of the firm.in question and the induljlr at large; 
and, thanks to the author's candor*0d the ma* 
terial candidly placed at his disposal/ social his
tory of the first rank. Adverting, of course, 
has come -to play an enormous role in any society 
based oft * ! « idea of plenty rather than scarcity, 
not only because it is a bridge between mass pro
duction liiid mass consumption*; but because it 
helped to. bring these condition* about. If it in
volves "waste," it involves a relatively|Jw|ntial 
waste, one inherent in the competitiwiB|ept|m 
itself and to be weighed against the gains S*at 
system is Xnown to provide, ) ' '."/'•!* •. Small-Time Brokers' 

Taking1.this as a point of departure, Dr. Hower 
goes on to-show that American advertising, even 
more blithely than American business as a whole, 
started off on the trail of profits, and that only 
gradually did. a firm like Ayer begin to ponder 
the social consequences. The earliest agencies, 
Ayer among them, were nothing but sma 
brokers, either buying up available adi) 
space at wholesale rates an<f,peddling it i 
the traffic would bear, Or acting as cor 
agents for publishers who .had space 
None of them cared whetltfr they were 
topromote a reliable prodiĵ fc or a palpable jgfce," 
and very few whether the i^ertiser was getting 
the best possible deal or thepvorst* 

Even today certain agency will supply 
dia-owner who is so disposed (and who coljt*p,Js 
sufficient circulation) with*flhy amount or'Jen-
sational or downright unsaypry copy, and even 
today the majority of agencies make their; Ji$jhg 
from me#i-owners rather than from 
by wh4||*|hey are retained*. Ayer. 
the fipiEp̂  reform its practise in 
refuiiipiMi early as 1887 
accouoOr, and introducing the < 
tract* deeipiryears before. Tftider tract an fqpBfccy's fee is set \tf fgQMraent With 
the client, '<fite ending the temptation to place 
advertising with publishers offerJffc the biggest 
cut. ' " . •„„. Met&*i*j Policies, Per*fcnnel 

Dr. jiah|gjf̂ hrJtotoi7 from the very 
beginnings an̂ ĤĤ Mes-̂ netltods, poll* 

cie8ii2!!»2 
now, end tm ofagenei ^ Say. Even so, tk*Sr are < •very page, mad the dfcury picture of was and isn't. It is hardrjr, i •geocy publicity, yet N. W. Ayer * Bon were •ever- saner and More farsighUd advertiser* tkan when they agrejd to have it appear. 
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October 3, 1959 

MR. F. 3T# HOBTHIitSBIHGrSR 
Graduate School of Business Administration 
Harvard University 
Soldiers Field 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Dear Fritz: 

Sreryone who has seen the book says it looks swell. I 
thought it looked very impressive and was particularly impressed 
with the improvement in appearance compared with the page proofs. 

I am enclosing a list of people to whom I think circulars 
should be sent, This list is made up of people who have written us 
requesting information about the research, people who have visited 
us, some members of the Chicago Industrial Relations Association, 
and a few selected names from our Publicity Department's mailing 
list. I believe most of the people included on this list are poten
tial customers. Also 1 think this list gives us a pretty thorough 
coverage in the Chicago area. 

In addition to the list of publications I sent you I 
would like to add the Chicago Journal of Commerce. This journal 
reviews books from time to time and is, of course, widely read here 
in the city. 

I cannot yet answer your question as to whom the Company 
Intends to present complimentary copies. The Company will take 
care of Professor Turner. I am quite sure that Eosford, Stoll, Rice, 
and perhaps a few other Company officials will want to present copies 
to some of their friends outside the Company. However, I believe it 
will be some time before we will know who will be on this list. X 
believe Putnam is preparing such a list at Headquarters and we have 
started the ball rolling here. 

On what terms can authors purchase books from the press; 
regular list price or a third off. I would like to know the answer 
to this question soon because most of the counselors want copies 
but would like to get them at a discount. 
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MB* f, ROSTHLISBERGSR 2. October 3, 1939 

Bo you have any idea as to when and where we can first 
expect to see reviews? Alio when will it be possible for regular 
book stores to stoek it? 

I think yon have done a swell job, Fritz, is seeing the 
book through these final stages. I do not suppose anyone but your
self will appreciate all of the work and attention to detail whioh 
must have been required. Although I have just glanced at pages 
here and there, it reads easily and appears to be in excellent 
shape. I shall keep in mind your suggestion that we keep traok of 
any errors detected. 

Sincerely, 

/RIG'"At SiGNb. 'i 

iV I, D ICKSO* 

Ene. 

3>.S. Unless you have some personal understanding with Mr. Diet?, 
I suggest you do not hold up the review list on that account. 
I think his suggestions would apply to people to do the re
viewing rather than publications and would have to be en
gineered more or less independently of the Press anyway. 
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PEOPLE TO mm HOTIOSS OF PUBLICATION 5HOULD BE SEST 

PROFESSOR W. 0. ALLEE, Department of Zoology, University of Chicago, ^ 
Chicago, Illinois 

MR. ROBERT M* ARCHER, Commissioner, The Tea Market Expansion Bureau, * 
Sun life Building, Montreal, Canada 

(MR.) fi. B. BASSLfR, industrial Secretary, Sears Y.M.C.A., 3210 
v ~ J Arthington street, Chicago, Illinois 
(t£R* HOWARD F. BAXTER, Baxter Laundries Corporation, Grand Rapids, 
"—* Michigan 
MR. A. R. BSLL, Spiegel, Incorporated, 1061*1101 35th Street, Chicago 
MRS. MARGARET C BRISTOL, State College for Women, Department of 

Sociology, Tallahassee, Florida 
MISS WINIFRED CQLLUB, Superintendent Community Service Bureau, 

Tennessee Goal, Iron and Railroad Company, Birminghamr 

Alabama 
MR. RALPH C. DAVIS, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio X 
MR, S. 3. C. M Y , W. H. Smith & Son, Ltd., Strand House, London, 

. W.C 2, England 
MR. C. F. FISCHER, Area Employment Supervisor, American Telephone and 

Telegraph Company, Long Lines Department, 311 West Washington 
Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. A. J. FISHER, 5H6 Beverly Avenue, San Leandro,I California 
iMRi C. FLOYD, Employment Supervisor, American Telephone and Tele

graph company, Long Lines Department, 32 - t>th Avenue, Hew York 
MR. R. R. GTO8KY, Spreckels Sugar Company, Spreckels, California 
MR. 3". F. BATTSRSLUr, Assistant Vice President, The Hoover Company, 

North Canton, Ohio 
'.SRy MACK T. H35RDERS0H, Grinnel College, Grinnel, Iowa 
MR* GE0RG1 HQBST, Personnel Manager, the Kawneer Company, General 

Offices, Hiles, Michigan 
MR. J. A. H0MPHRSTV5, Registrar, Woodrow Wilson Junior College, 6800 

Stewart Avenue, Chioago, Illinois 
MP* B. C BTJRLSY, General Employment Supervisor, American Telephone 

v and Telegraph Company, Long Lines Department, 32 - 6th Avenue, 
Mew York City 
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MR; A. S. SBOIKLJSSy Head, Department of Industrial Engineering, 
Hortkeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts 

MR. ABOLPH LSSOSmSLt K.E., 6080 Kirkwood Avenue, Chicago, Illinois Y 

MR. MERRITT LUM, 185G Graybar Building, 480 Lexington Avenue, New York 
OR.; J. S. I®OLA, The Ohio Bell Telephone Company, 750 Huron load, 

Cleveland, Ohio 
/ 

DR. SIGMOID ffitwm, Wesleyan University. Middletown, Connecticut 
(MR. W. F. Q'BRIEU, Personnel Department, United Autographic Register 
*- Company, 5000 South California Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. D. L. SMITH, 104 Byers Avenue, Akron, Ohio 
(MR. B. J. 0PO1ESR, Industrial Relations Department, The Youngstown 

Sheet and Tube Company, last Chicago, Inaiana 
MR. J. E. WALTERS, Director of Personnel, Purdue University, >C 

Lafayette, Indiana 
MR. F. 0. WOOD, Montgomery Ward, Chicago, Illinois 
! WL, WILLIAM R. SPRXEGEL, Associate Professor of Industrial Management 

School of Commerce, Horthwestem University, Evanston, Illino: 

MR. LAWRENCE E. ¥REDEBO0GD, 1511 Montclair, Ann Arbor, Michigan X 

MR. FRANK C. DAHA, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Paint and Varnish Division, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

MR. J. B. CADS, Personnel Department, John R, Thompson Company, 350 
Jforth Olark Street, Chicago, Illinois 

(MR\4 EUGENE J. BEHGE, Management Engineer, go North Wacker Drive, 
" Chicago, Illinois 
MR. H. L. BILLS, Director of Industrial Relations, Acme Steel Company, 

Hiverdale Station, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. L. S^ENCE, District Superintendent, American Can Company, 104 

South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. JAMES McKHJNSY, Vice President and Educational Director, American 

School, 850 last 56th Street, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. B . 7. KOKNIG, Assistant to Tics President, American Steel Foundries, 

410 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

(MAJOR ALBERT S0B1Y, General Motors Institute . A)& boZl, v~-*JU 
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MR. F. 0. MeKEAG, Employment Manager, Armour and Company, Union Stock 
Yards, Chicago, Illinois 

HE. M, Cm S1EP1, Personnel Manager, Automatic Electric Company, 1033 
West van Baren Street, Chieago, Illinois 

MISS DOROTHEA WIIOHELT, Personnel Director, Bauer and Black, Division 
of the Kendall Company, 8500 South Dearborn Street, Chicago 

MR. CARL BUGH, Personnel Manager, Benjamin Electric Manufacturing 
Company, Des Plaines, Illinois 

MR. A. 1. CSRISTIA8SEN!. Director of Personnel, Borden Wialand. Inc., * 
3638 Broadway. Chieago, Illinois 

MR. LESTER R. SCBROSDER, Bowman Dairy Company, 140 West Ontario Street, V 
Chicago, Illinois 

MR. W . J. VILE3, personnel Director, 1. 0*. Brach and Sons, 4656 West 
Kinzie Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. WALTER F. STUMPE, Personnel Director, Burton-Dixie Corporation, V 
S0S4 South Racine Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

/MR.; STANLEY P. FAR1ILL, President, Business Research Corporation, 
79 West Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. CHARLES W. STILES, Carbide and Carbon chemicals Corporation, 
Whiting, Indiana 

MR. B. A. BARRETTi Vice President in Charge of Industrial Relations, 
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation, 208 South LaSalle Street, 
Chicago, Illinois 

MR. AJNTHOHIT F. DIRESEN, Secretary-Treasurer, Chicago Candy Association, 
306 Korth Union Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

MR* 0. E. SHOLTS, Chicago Mail Order Company, 511 South Paulina Street, 
Chicago, Illinois 

COL. W. H. HUGHES, Jr., Personnel Officer, Chicago Title and Trust 
Company, 69 West Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. J. D. PEARSON, Superintendent, Chicago Vitreous Enamel Product 
Company, 140? South 55th Court, Cicero, Illinois 

MR. E. H. SGHMITT, Assistant to President - Personnel, Club Aluminum 
Products Company, 1250 Fulltrton Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

(M8« G. W. ADRIAWSOM, Manager of Industrial Relations, Commonwealth 
Idison Company, 72 West Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. J. W. CAME, Container Corporation of America, 111 West Washington 
Street, Chicago, Illinois 
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' /MR. WILLIAM &. EDE8B, Second Vice President, Continental Illinois 
National Bank and Trust Company, SSI south LaSalle Street, 
Chicago, Illinois 

MR..-A. E. H0L3TEDT, Director of Industrial Relations, Crane Company, 
83$ South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

. MR. C. S r . 1ESNISGN, Personnel Manager, Gribben and Sexton Company, 
700 North Sacramento Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. JOHN H. DOESBURG, R. R. Donnelley and Sons Company, 350 last 
22nd Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. M. R. ZELDER, Personnel Manager, Edison General Electric Appliance 
Company, 5600 West Taylor Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR.'IVAN BICES, Divisional Manager, Group Department, Equitable Life 
Assurance Society of the United States, 120 South LaSalle 
Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MRV PAUL F. GORBY, Marshall field and Company, 121 North State Street, 
Chicago, Illinois 

MR. A. G. MISKELLY, Assistant Cashier, First National Bank of Chicago, 
38 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. CHARLES BTULW, Personnel Manager, General Candy Company, 4701 
Armitag© Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. B. E. ARNOLD, General Electric X-Ray Corporation, 2012 West 
Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. II, K. LUNT, Director of Personnel, W. F. Hall Printing Company, 
4600 Diversey Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. E. HEINZ, Jr., Office Manager, Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett and 
Company, 211 last North Water Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR« W. C, HALL, Personnel Supervisor, Illinois Bell Telephone Company, 
212 West Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. F. M. GILLIES, Assistant General Superintendent, Indiana Harbor 
Works, Indiana Harbor, Indiana 

.'MR* GEORGE J. KELDAY, Manager, Industrial Relations, International 
^ Harvester Company, 180 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. KAYLOR, Vice President in Charge of Public Relations, Jewel Tea 

Company, Inc., Jewel Park, Barrlngton, Illinois 
MR. A. M. WEINRICH, Office Manager, Kemper Insurance, Mutual Insurance 

Building, Chicago, Illinois 
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MR. E. J. BEBMASGS, Kraft-Pheaix Cheese Company, 500 Peshtigo Court, 
Chicago, Illinois 

MR. THOMAS BART, Manager Placement Department, LaSalle Extension 
University, 4101 south Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

PROF, JOHN HMRY SHALE, Director, Evening Session, Lewis Institute, 
1951 lest Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. J. El. BROOKS, Employment Manager, Miehle Printing Press and 
Manufacturing Company, 2011 Eastings Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. 1HITM0RE T. HAYNSS, Director of Sales S.S. Division, Morton 
Manufacturing Company, 5105-43 West Lake Street, Chicago 

MR. FRED A. NACHMAN, Jr., Production Manager, Nachman Spring-FlHea" 
Corporation, 2030 North Kolmar Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. CHARLES L. KLATCHFORD, Secretary, National Metal Trades Associa
tion, Chicago Branch, 230 North Clinton Street, Chicago 

MR. W . H. KUSSMAUL, Manager of Industrial Relations, Northern Indiana 
Public Service Company, 5265 Hohman Avenue, Hammond, Indiana 

MR. P. E. HATHAWAY, Employment 'Manager, Northern Trust company, 50 
South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 

/MR,; ERIC A. NIG0L. Assistant Director of Employe Relations, The Peoples 
Gas Light and Coke Company, 122 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 

MISS MYRTLE E. JESSES', Personnel Director, Pheoll Manufacturing Company, 
5700 Roosevelt Road, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. W. J. MacPHERSON, Manager of Industrial Relations, Public Service 
Company of Northern Illinois, 72 West Adams Street, Chicago 

MR. H. R. LARY, Supervisor of Industrial Relations, Room 722, Pullman 
Company, 79 East Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. J. S. STOBBS, Manager Personnel Department, Pure Oil Company, 
35 Bast Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. FRANK A. LAOERMAN, Superintendent of Industrial Relations, Republic 
Steel corporation, 118th Street and Burley Avenue, Chicago 

MR. W. H. WRIGHT, Personnel Director, Revere Copper and Brass Inc., 
Dallas Division, 2200 North Natchez Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. PAUL MERTZ, Director of Company Training, Sears Roebuck and Company, 
Boxmn and Arthlngton Streets, Chicago, Illinois 
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MR. J. W» GURRY, Manager of labor Relations, Standard Oil Company of 
Indiana, 910 South. Michigan Avenue, Chisago, Illinois 

MR. F. V. BANIILSQN, General Superintendent, Charles A. Stevens and 
Company, 19 North State Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. THOMAS B. MARSH At L, Personnel Director, United Air Lines Transport 
Corporation* 5S59 South Cicero Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. S, V. JOHNSON, Supervisor of Employment, United States Gypsum 
Company, 300 West Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois 

i. 

MH. S. D. BARRY, Manager, Industrial Relations, Universal Atlas 
Cement Company, 308 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. ROBERT C WOELII^R, Executive Secretary, Placement Bureau, 
University of Chicago, 5750 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. 0. H, TURNER, Personnel Director, Victor Adding Machine Company, 
2232 Farwell Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. E. 0. ROTH, Vice President, Westolox, Division of General Time 
Instruments Corporation, LaSalle, Illinois 

MR. R. B. fILAON, Western Union Telegraph Company, Room 125, 427 South 
LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. MURRAY D. SMITH, Secretary-Treasurer, Western United Gas and 
Electric Company, 50 Fox Street, Aurora, Illinois 

MR. WALTER C BAKER, Personnel Director, Whiting Corporation, Harvey, 
Illinois 

MR. E. W. MARCELLUS, Director of Personnel, Wieboldt Stores, Inc., 
106 South Ashland Avenus, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. L. 0. GREEN, Wilson and Company, Inc., 4100 South Ashland Avenue, 
Chicago,, Illinois 

MR. JOHN W. FDHRER, Assistant General Secretary, Young Men's Christian 
Association, 19 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. F. B. BYRON, Employment Manager, Zenith Radio Corporation, 6001 
Dickens Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

; PROFESSOR R. W. STONE, School of Business, University of Chicago, 
5750 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

MESS MARY M. GALLAGHER, President, Gallagher School of Business, 
Kankakee, Illinois 

PROFESSOR LEONARD J. LEASE, Industrial Coordinator, Armour Instituts 
of Technology, 3500 South Federal Street, Chicago, Illinois 

ALEXANDER A. LITSR3BHT, Xxeoutlve Director, Jewish Vocstional Service 
and Employment Center, 130 Xorth Wells Street, Chicago, Illinois 
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MR. M. P. NELSON, field Secretary, North Park College, Foster and 
Kedssie Avenues, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. JOSEPH NIELSEN, Assistant Director, Employers Association of 
Chicago, 35 Bast weaker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. FRED. C W. PARKER, Secretary, Klwanis International, 520 North f 
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. LESTER J. SCBLOERB, Director, Bureau of Occupational Research, ^ 
Chicago Board of Education, 228 North LaSalle Street, Chicago 

MR. RUDOLF SfORMSR, Labor Relations Officer, Works Progress Administra
tion, 6005 Woodlswn Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. THOMAS G. SWTO, National Bituminous Coal Commission, Room 706, i 
Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Illinois 

MISS ROTH WALKINSHAW, United Charities, 2405 Orchard Street, Chicago 
MR. M. E. NICHOLS^ American Steel and Wire Company, 208 South LaSalle 

Street, Chicago, Illinois 
i MR. C. W. CRAIGMILE, Belden Manufacturing Company , 4647 West Tan Buren, 

Chicago, Illinois 
MR. A. S. ANDERSON, The Champion Paper and Fibre Company, 111 West > 

Washington, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. C. W. GOTTEN, Champion Spark Plug Company, 616 South Michigan, ^ 

Chicago, Illinois 
MR.. A. F. COOK, City National Bank of Chicago, 208 South LaSalle ^ 

Street, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. R. P. BALL, Diamond Crystal Salt Division, 4100 West Fillmore, 

Chicago, Illinois 
MR. S. L. STARKE, Bow Chemical Company, 135 South LaSalle Street, 

Chicago, Illinois 
MR. R. K. COlTNg, Elgin National Watch Company, 35 East Waoker Drive, ^ 

Chicago, Illinois 
MR. ALAN MOORE, First National Bank end Trust Company, 800 Davis, 

Kvanston, Illinois 
MR. EOWARD GOODMAN, Goodman Manufacturing Company, 4834 South Hslstsd, -| 

Chicago, Illinois 
MR. GEORGE L. DISKS, The B. F. Goodrich Company, 310 West Taylor, y 

Chicago, Illinois 
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jm.MQmiS GREEKBERG, Hart, SChaffner & filar*, 36 South Franklin, 
Chicago, Illinois 

MR. GUT S. FR3BBIS, Hobart Manufacturing Company, 61 West Kteckez ^ 
Drive, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. ROY A. DIE, Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation, 111 West X 
Washington, Chicago, Illinois 

(m\ CHARLES G. WBim, Director of industrial Relations, Stimbarly 
Clarice Paper Company, Neenah, Wisconsin 

ME. JQHU C. SHADE, Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, Indiana 
MR. WILLIAM POWERS, National Bank of Detroit, Detroit, Michigan 
I4TSS L. M. NSUMAMJ, Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company, v/ 

308 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 
HE, MILTON M. OLANDSR, Owens-Jlllnois Glass Company, 121 West Waeker 

Drive, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. CHESTER S. J0B33S0N, Quaker Oats Company, 141 West Jackson, 

Chicago, Illinois 
MR. G. y. CRAIG, Shell Petroleum Corporation, 624 South Michigan, 7 

Chicago, Illinois 
MR. GEORGE L. MUSLLER, A. 0, Smith Corporation, 310 South Michigan, */ 

Chicago, Illinois 
MR. A. J. CROCKETT, Standard Accident Insurance Company, 175 West 

Jackson, Chicago^ Illinois. * y ^ 
(MR). K*-^-£ETTS. Swift and Company, Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Hl» ̂  
WAGtmn 1L3CTRIC CORPORATION, 2250 South Caluuet, Chicago, Illinois ^ 
MR. WILLIAM H. SIMPSON, Hiram Walker and Sons, Inc., 20 North Wacker f 

Drive, Chicago, Illinois 
DR. E. B. ROBERTS, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
MR. CONGER REYNOLDS, Director of Public Relations, Standard Oil *\J 

Goapany, 910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. CHARLES LIVINGSTON, Vice President, Illinois Manufacturers 

Association, 120 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois ^ 
MR. J. S. BULGER, Chicago Motor Club, 66 East South Water Street, ^ 

Chicago, Illinois 

MR. RALPH D. IfacMAHCS, Armour and Company, B\ s. Yards, Chicego, 111. 
MR. W. B. M0RGEN3TERH, University of Chicago, 5750 Ellis Avenue, Chicago^ 
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MR. 0. R. SCBAIFFER, Marshall Field and Company, State and Washington 
Streets, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. GBOBGHg M. CROWSOF, Illinois Central System, 135 last 11th Place, ^/ 
Chicago, Illinois 

MR. A. D. WHITS, Swift and Company, Union Stock Tarda, Chicago, Illinois 
MR* NORMAN J. SADDER, Secretary, Plumbing and Heating Industries Bureau, 

35 last Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. HAROLD CHARY, Vice President, United Air Lines, 5959 South Cicero 

Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. ROBERT WOOD, The Borden Company, 3638 North Broadway, Chicago 
MR. PAUL JONES, National Safety Council, 20 North lacker Drive, Chicago 
MR. HUGH f. DONALDSON, Illinois Commerce Commission, 160 North LaSalle )f 

Street, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. DAVID DILLMAN, Investment Bankers Association, 33 South Clark Street,"̂  

Chicago, Illinois 
/ 

MR. C. W. EAYLOR, Vice President, Jewel Tea Company, Barrington, Illinois •/ 
MR. JAMES L. MERRICK, Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, 80 East 

Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. f INFIELD FOSTER, 351 last Ohio Street, Chicago, Illinois V 

MR. WESLEY HARDENBERGH, Vice President, Institute of American Meat ^ 
Packers, 59 East Van Buren Street, Chioago, Illinois * 

MR. DALE COX, International Harvester Company, 606 South Michigan Avenue, ^ 
Chicago, Illinois 

MR. ARTHUR WJXBY, Director of Public Relations, Carnegie-Illinois Steel "4 
Corporation, 208 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. J. W* HICKS, Public Utility Engineering and Service Corporation, >/ 
251 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. FRANK L. RAND, Columbia Broadcasting System, 410 North Michigan Avenue,^ 
Chicago, IllinoiB 

MR. R. D. EEBB, Swift and Oompany, U. S. Yards, Chicago, Illinois <(. 
MR. ALBERT W. BATES, Swift and Company, U. S. Yards, Chicago, Illinois ^ 
MR. FILL3AM RAY, National Broadcasting System, Merchandise Mart, Chicago ~4 

MR. £• 0. L0G2LIN, Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation, 208 South ^ 
LaSalle Street, Chiosgo, Illinois 
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m. JOHN M. O^RGURKS, Cudahy Packing Company, 221 North LaSalle 
Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR, t . N. BATT, Vice President, Household Finance Corporation, 919 
North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. C. W. SMITH, Public Relations Department, Household Finance 
Corporation, 919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. BURR BLACKBURN, Director of Research, Household Finance 
Corporation, 919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. FRANK HICKS, Crane Company, 8S6 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 
MR. WILLIAM PIERCE, Public Service Company of Northern Illinois, 

79 West Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. HAL BORNETTE., Director of Public Relations, WBBM, Wrigley Building, 

Chicago, Illinois 
MR. A. P. DBARINO, Container Corporation, 111 West Washington Street, 

Chicago, Illinois 
MR. J. A. SPENCER, General Electric Company, 230 South Clark Street, 

Chicago, Illinois 
MR. JOHN W. VANCE, International Harvester Company, 19th Floor, 

180 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. HALE NELSON, Information Manager, Illinois Bell Telephone Company, 

208 West Washington, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. FRED D. ADAMS, Employers* Association of Chicago, 35 West Wacker 

Drive, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. 0. W. ADRIANS ON, Commonwealth gflfsfffl ftnmpwriy, 7ft West,. Adams 

Stroot,•Chisago, Illinois 
MR. EARLAND H. ALLEN, Harland Allen Associates, 10 South LaSalle Street, 

Chicago, Illinois 
MR. GEORGE S. ALLISON, Armour Institute of Technology, 3300 Federal 

Street, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. WALDO B. AMES, Moore, Case, Lyman and Hubbard, 175 West Jackson 

Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. EARL D. ANDERSON, Republic Steel Corporation, 7850 South Chicago 

Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. HUGO A. ANDERSON, First National Bank of Chicago, 38 South Dearborn 

Street, Chicago, Illinois 
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MR. RUSSELL H. ANDERSON, Museum of Science ana Industry, 57th Street 
and Lake Michigan, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. J. N . ARMSTRONG, Western Union Telegraph Company, 427 South 
LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 

MR, E. LESLIE ATLAS, Columbia Broadcasting System, 410 North Michigan 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

MR. SEWELL L* AtfERY, Montgomery Ward and Company, Chicago, Illinois 
/MR. WILLIAM BACHRACB, The Dearborn Company, 666 Lake Shore Drive, 

Chicago, Illinois 
BR. M l F, Bi&ER, c/o Northwestern University Law School, 35? last 

Chicago,Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
MR, C A. BETHGE, Chicago Mail Order Company, 511 South Paulina Street, 

Chicago, Illinois • 
MR. WILLIAM BETBKE, LaSalle Extension University, 4101 South Michigan 

Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. C L. CLARKE, Lewis Institute, 1951 West Madison Street, Chicago 
MR. THOMAS CREIGH, The Cudahy Packing Company, 321 North LaSalle 

Street, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. CHARLES C. HAFFNER, Jr., R. R. Donnelley and Sons Company, 350 

last 22nd Street, Chicago, Illinois 
MR. e, A. HASTINGS, Continental Industrial Engineers, Incorporated, 

201 North Wells Street, Chicago, Illinois 
MRj EDWARD L. RYERSON, Jr., Inland Steel, 38 South Dearborn Street, 

Chicago, Illinois 
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ADDITIONAL PUBLICATIONS 

1. Engineering Hews Record 
2. Mechanical Engineering, American Society Mechanical Engineers, 

29 West 39th Street, Hew York City 
3. Business Week 
4. Nation*s Business 
5. Chicago Daily News 
6. psychological Review, Editor Herbert S. Lsngfeld, Princeton, 

New Jersey 
7. Psychological Bulletin, Edited by John A. McGeoch, State University 

of Iowa, Iowa City 
8. Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, Edited by Gordon W. 

Allport, Harvard University 
9. Journal of Applied Psychology, Editor James P. porter, Ohio 

University, Athens, Ohio 
10. Journal of social Psychology 
11. Factory Management and Maintenance, McGraw-Hill Publishing Company 
12. Society of Advancement of Management Journal, 29 West 39th Street, 

New York City 
13. American Business, Dartnell Publications, Incorporated, 4660 

Ravenswood Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
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H A R V A R D U N I V E R S I T Y 
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

G E O R G E F . " B A K E R F O U N D A T I O N 

F. J . ROETHLISBERGER SOLDIERS FlELD 

Assoc. Professor of Industrial Research \ j, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

/ )w\ October 5, 1939 
Mr. William J./Dickson 
Hawthorne Work's 
Western Electric Company 
Chicago, Illinois 
Dear Bill: 

Thanks so much for the list you sent me. I have prepared two other 
lists which I have sent to Mr. Pottinger, one a list of our former students 
and the other a list of people who have shown some interest in our work by 
asking for previous publications. This includes also Cabot's group for the 
past four or five years. 

There is just one question that still remains to be answered and 
that you did not touch upon in your letter of October 5. Are there any 
particular people to whom you think a complimentary copy should be sent 
outside of o8r immediate*wo*rk associates, the Rockefeller people, and the 
Committee on Triatrial Physiology (a list which amounts, surprisingly, to 
about 24 people)?* I have sent complimentaiy copies only to H. F. North 
of Swift & Company, Merle Hale of General Motors Company, and Chester 
Barnard. Mayo has also presented a list of 16 people in England or on 
the continent to whom complimentary copies will be sent. Now I do have a 
few more books available for this purpose but I am not anxious to spread 
a lot of copies about the place. 

As you know, the royalties from the book will go back to the \\ 
Industrial Research Department to pay for the original subsidy. I doubt | 
very much, even if the thousand copies of the first edition are sold, that 
the department will get back all the money they have put into it. I still 
wish the book had been priced cheaper.. 

I am enclosing a copy of an advertisement which will appear in 
the November issue of the Atlantic Monthly and Harper's magazine. You will 
see that we are in competition with Ralph Hower* s The History of an  
Advertising Agency, which by the way is getting a great deal of publicity 
here. He has already gotten a review in the New York Times. Curiously 
enough, his situation was very much like ours in that he finished writing 
the book in 1936 and waited nearly three years before he could get it 
released for publication. He ran the book through the press at practically 
the same time we were having ours done. 

The author can buy books at a discount of one-third off the list 
price. When you send in your personal order, however, be sure to make it 
clear because, as you see from my letter to Mr. Arnold, a copy of which I 
sent you, I suggested they bill the other books to the Western Electric 
Company, care of W. J. Dickson. 
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In answer to your question it is my understanding that the book 
was sent to the large bookstores or wholesale book people before October 2. 
The only bookstore that I know of that is prominently displaying our book 
is the Business School branch of the Harvard Cooperative Society. In fact 
it is my personal opinion that the other bookstores haven't yet heard about 
it. I would not be too discouraged, Bill, if this book does not have a 
wide sale. The more I think of it the less likely, in my opinion, will this 
book appeal "to" . any large number of people. I only hope that at least 
one reviewer sees what it was we were trying to do, that is, to restate 
the human problems of labor in a many-valued rather than a two-valued 
system of orientation. This to me is the outstanding contribution of the 
book,ribt that I don't think a much better job still could be done, but 
essentially we were headed in the right direction. About this I have 
absolutely no question. 

I am glad that Mr. %etz will engineer independently of the 
Press other people who might review the book because I think the Press has 
already sent out its review copies. I have, however, recommended your 
suggestion of adding the Chicago Journal of Commerce. 

Sincerely yours, 

FJR/BB 
Enc. 

P. S. The reviews probably won't be coming in very fast, but our clipping 
bureau here at the School will catch most of them for us. 
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October 27, 1939 

MR. F. 3". ROSTHLISBERGBR 
Harvard University 
Graduate School of Business Administration 
Soldiers Field 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Dear Fritz: 

There has been some delay in the Company's placing an Order 
with the Harvard Press for copies of the book. I understand that the 
order has been decided upon and is awaiting Mr. Stoll's approval be
fore being released. 

In the meantime we have gone ahead here with training plans 
based upon the book as a text so we are rather in dire need of a good 
many copies. I wondered therefore if you could have the Harvard Press 
mail me thirty copies of the book Immediately and charge them in tbe 
same manner as they charged the first copies sent to us* The larger 
order will be coming through in due time and the copies already sent 
out and charged to me can then be deducted from the general order. 

I would appreciate it if you would do this for me. I 
would write them direct but I have already ordered fifteen copies 
for the counselors here and although I have paid cash for them, I 
am afraid there might be some confusion on the part of the Press 
as to how this* order should be handled. 

Sincerely, 

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY 

W, J, DJCKSON 
WJD:MB 
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QUAKER ELECTRIC COMPANY (A) 

Willy Maguire 

The Quaker Electric Company was located in the 
northern part of Philadelphia. It manufactured electrical 
cable for supplying industrial power, for transoceanic com
munications, radio, telephonic and lighting equipment. In 
1&90, the company had had only one "building and less than 
100 employees. In 19^2, it included more than ten buildings 
which covered seven city blocks. Until 1939> the number of 
employees had been under 4-00 except for a short period of 
increase in 1937 • Since 1939> the number of employees had 
rapidly increased to over 1,300 not including an office force 
of 150. 

In the summer of 19^1, to meet the personnel 
problems arising out of this rapid and large-scale expansion, 
the company had appointed Jack Wright, formerly a member of 
the electrical engineering department as personnel director. 
For 25 years Mr. Clark,, the employment manager, had handled 
the hiring, firing, and transfer functions for the entire 
company, but in I9A-I these duties had become too numerous for 
him to handle. In the new personnel department Mr. Clark re
ported to Jack Wright. To fill out his staff Wright added 
four assistants. One was to take charge of safety problems 
in the plant; another was to take charge of the office rou
tines and records. The other two assistants were to take 
over special problems that might arise. In the meanwhile 
they were to familiarize themselves with the human situations 
at the work level and to establish good relationships with 
the line organization. The conversations they had and the 
observations they made while engaged in this activity were 
the basis for this and subsequent cases. 

Exhibit 1 is a sketch of the formal organization 
of the Quaker Electric Company as o f January 1, 19^2, Most, 
of the production workers were employed in the finishing 
department and in the processing division. 

One of the experiments undertaken by Mr. Wright as 
a part of the new personnel program was a training course for 
foremen. Mr. Wright selected the foremen to participate in 
the course with the cooperation of department superintendents. 
Consideration was necessarily given to the convenience with 
which each foreman could leave his men for the time required 
for the course. The course was given by one of Mr. Wright*s 
assistants. A second assistant attended the meetings and re
corded his observations. Both assistants conducted follow-up 

KG 
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interviews with each foreman who took the course in order to 
get his comments and suggestions. 

The course was built exclusively around the problems 
of understanding and handling people. It was designed to 
accomplish two things; 1) to give the foreman a few simple 
points to be kept in mind when dealing with people, and 2) to 
give the foreman a few hours of guided practice in developing 
a skill using these points. The principal points made in the 
course are summed up as follows: Treat people like human 
beings; don't prejudge them, and don't prevent them from tell
ing you what is on their minds. The course consisted of five 
two-hour sessions which were spread over two weeks. 

Willy Maguire was one of the men invited to partic
ipate in the training course. He ?;as foreman of the winding 
section of the finishing department and reported to Morgan 
who was superintendent of the department, " The winding section 
was located on the third floor of one of the company's build
ings while all other sections of the finishing department were 
on the first floor. Except for passing through4the other 
sections of his department on his way home, Maguire's contact 
with their activities was by telephone, and even.telephone con
versations were not frequent. 

In the winding section spools of small conductor 
wire, received from another department, were wound and twisted 
together in the form of a cable by winding machines. In most 
cases the cable included a center strand of Jute or wire around 
which the other conductors or cords were wound. As the cable 
came out of the winding machines,, it was rewound on reels and 
stored on the third floor to be called for by the men in the 
rubber section of the department, located on the first floor. 

There were seven jobs in the winding section, not 
including the foreman's job. Each one involved tending one 
or more machines which, once started, ran without attention 
until the spools were empty or the wire or cord broke. When 
a spool ran out, the machine had to be stopped and a filled 
spool put in its place. When a wire or cord broke, the ma
chine had to be stopped and the wire or cord rethreaded. A 
bonus system was used in the winding section which was based 
upon the efficiency of the machines rather than upon the 
skill of the machine operators. Some machines were more lucra
tive for the workers than were others. 

When the foreman training course was completed, one 
of the personnel assistants interviewed Willy Maguire to get 
his reactions to the course. A record of the conversation be-

* tween the two men as reported afterwards by the interviewer is 
reproduced below. The following is a list of the people referred 
to in the interview., with short explanatory notes to aid in 
identifying them.. 

MO 
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Cox - a foreman in another department. Maguire had worked 
for him as a clerk in his first few years at the company. 
Since that time the two" men had become close friends and 
took turns driving each other to and from work. Their 
formal relationship in the organization was remote. 
Their personal relationship seemed to be based on a pat
tern of good-natured banter. 

Murphy ~ the foreman of the rubber section of the finishing 
department. /For further description of Murphy see Quaker 
Electric Company (BJ7 

Nolson and the G-reek two workmen under Maguire in the winding 
section. 

Brown ~ the factory superintendent of the company. /See Quaker 
Electric Company (B_)7 

Casey - superintendent of the processing division. /See Quaker 
Electric Company (BJ7 ~" 

Morgan - superintendent of the finishing department. /See 
Quaker Electric Company (B) and Quaker Electric Company (FjJ 

Buell - former factory manager. He had died two years before 
of a lingering illness after he had been with the company 
for 25 years. 

Will Markham - president of the company. 

Maynard - a clerk in the finishing department, originally 
assigned to work with Maguire on the third floor.- He had 
worked with Maguire six months before being transferred 
to the main office of the department on the first floor. 

Norton - clerk with the greatest seniority in the main office 
of the department. He had no formal charge of other clerks 
or their activities. 

Interview between Personnel Assistant and Willy Maguire 

Personnel Assistant: How'"s it going? 

Maguire: Oh, we're getting along. 
Assistant:. You don't sound very enthusiastic-about it. 

Maguire: Well, I'll tell you. Things are changing a lot. It's 
all right,- but we have a lot more work now than we used to have. 
Almost all of our work is on specials. There's no more of the 
stock runs. The government won't let us make any more of it. 
I'll show you what has happened - come over here., /fakes A 
over to the desk where he has the week ls records of~*productionj 
one record shows'that when they were doing the stock they ran 
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around 750,000 feet of cable per week. Now it is down to 
300,000 - ^50,0007 Lot of set-ups now. /Shows A the record of the 
day's run where there are now about 15 different orders of special 
dimensions and about 2 stock runs; shows A another sheet for a 
day several weeks ago whore the proportion was reversed.7 The 
Greek over there has three machines to tend, and he had~*been 
running them so long on stock that he figured out about everything 
there is to know about them. He has an uncanny way of knowing 
when a spool has 2$ or 3 0 feet left on it. Now he is running a 
few hundred feet at a time before has has to stop it, take it off, 
put on another short run; it's stop and start all day long, re
membering this set-up, that set-up, take it off, put it on, until 
the poor guy is a nervous wreck at nigh,t. He's been doing stock 
too long. 

Assistant: Is this change having any effect in the amount of 
pay they get? 

Maguire: Wo. Only the bonus of course is less. I'll show you 
what it means. /Takes A over to the bonus sheet which is hanging 
on the bulletin board where all men may consult itjj/ 'This guy 
got 7 ° ^ bonus last week. He used to make |7 to $10 bonus. Of 
course Joe over there on the four-spindle never gets much bonus 
anyway so it doesn't make any difference to him. He got 6$ last 
week. Maybe he might make a dollar on stock but that's hardly 
enough to bother about. And that's the way it goes. Well, what 
can I do for you? 

Assistant: /Gives the statement that the personnel department is 
interested in getting the reactions of the foremen to the recent 
training course^ 
Maguire: Well, I stuck my neck out and shot my.mouth off when it 
came to the money angle and I don't care what you say, it's im
portant. Lemme give you a case. Now there's this guy v/ho is 
down in the corner on the six-spindle cabling machine. You can 
say all you want about the prestige of the machine or the job, 
but in the end what these guys want is more money. They don*t 
give a damn about what machine they're oni It's really the 
money they get at the end of the week. When I opened by trap 
about it up at the meeting, Cox and Murphy jumped on me and said, 
"No, no. You're all wet!" And Murphy goes on to tell about the 
fellow he sent up to Jack Wright, only to find out the fellow . 
just wanted to see whether Murphy liked himl That's a lotta bull 
and you know it! If the fellow had just wanted to know how 
Murphy liked him, there was plenty of ways for him to find out on 
the job - even the way he speaks to him or says "Hello." But no, 
Murphy had to say what he thought about it. That's just his type. 
This is between you and me, and I don't know how much a friend of 
his you may be, but I don't have any use for him. In fact I hate 
his guts! And I'm makin 1 no bones about it. I wouldn't trust 
him as far as I can epiti You can't rely on anything he says. 
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I'm a pretty plain speaker and I know it. I've always 
been that way, and I believe a man should speak his mind and 
stand by his convictions. But when Murphy said that up at the 
meeting all the men smiled. You saw them didn't you? They know 
that he would turn right around and do the opposite when he got 
back to the job. The'trouble 'with Murphy is that he just isn't 
sincere. Anyone who has been around here any time will tell you 
that. He'll go up to a meeting like that and have all the right 
answers and speak as pretty a piece as you ever heard in your 
life. Then he'll come right back - /with disgustj "Treat people 
like human beings I" - you ought to see him. Everybody knows 
he'll knife you "in the back after he has said nice things to your 
face an hour before. I don't like that kind of man. He.is not 
liked around here by most of the foremen and men. Well, when he 
said, that, it burned me up plenty. And then your partner sat 
on me about the money angle too, gently and in a nice way of 
course, but I knew when to shut up. But just the same I kept 
thinking about it all the way through and when the chance came 
close to the end, he finally did say just what I had been saying. 
He admitted that money was important. He said it was the "take-
home" that counts. Not the same words, but it's the same thing 
and he admitted that it was important. I tried to point out that 
that was what I said in the beginning, but they wouldn't listen 
to me so I shut up. 

Well, this fellow over on the six-spindle. There-was 
a vacancy a few weeks ago on the A B 1 stuff, and I put a green nana?, 
on it. It's an easy job, and you can make pretty good bonus on 
it in a short time. This fellow came over to me, the fellow on 
the six-spindle, and said he'd like to try the AB if another open
ing turned up. Well, AB isn't as important as the six-spindle 
because it's a cabling machine, and I pointed out to him that he 
could go a lot further as a cable machine operator than as an AB 
operator. But he didn't care about that. All he was after was 
the money. He didn't care about the prestige. He told me he 
heard that the men doing rope work down at the Navy Yard were 
getting and 9 0 ^ an hour, 1 pointed out to him that if he was 
put on A3 he wouldn't have any advantage at the Navy Yard. I 
said, "After all, you won't get anywhere if you put AB down on 
your application. That doesn't mean anything outside of this 
plant." Rope work down there is just like cabling except that 
they use rope instead <sf wire. Now if he stays on the cabling 
machine, when times get slack I can still give him work by trans
ferring him down the street to the cabling shop and to several 
other places in the plant. Cabling and insulating are about the 
two most important processes around here. There will always be 
work in cabling. But iJB he goes on AB stuff, he wouldn't have 
any preference. The Job is easy and anybody can pick it up in a 
short item. Down the street those men in the cable shop are mak
ing 30^ and 9 0 ^ an hour on the big cables, and he has a good 
chance to get on one of those Jobs later. But the thing that 
was important to him was the more money he would get now on AB, 

3-AB is the plant symbol for the simplest wire to run. 
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All you have to do on AB is set it up and start it going; then 
you can go away or sit down and forget about it for half an hour 
or more. The machine does all the work and it will put out a 
lot of wire so the bonus is high. 

Assistant: Do the men on the cabling machines get paid according 
to the size of the cable they work on? 

Maguire: Yes, the larger the cable the more you get. The 
cables up in my Section are fairly small. The biggest we have 
is a six-conductor, Down the street they.get pretty big. You 
see, I can use him on the AB all right. He could pick it up 
easy, but the fellow on AB couldn't run the six-spindle without 
some training and experience. And the six-spindle is the machine 
that we need most. It has to be kept going. 

But I've got a real problem case - this fellow Nelson, 
He is a good man, one of the best. That's Just the trouble. In 
many ways he is better than the G-reek because he can do any job 
in the department. He's got more intelligence and can put out 
the work if he wants to. But he's the kind of a fellow who 
won't work, unless he is doing something he likes. You know what 
I mean. If you put him on a job he doesn't like, he won't say 
anything, but he will do ^jsgrything he can to get out of it I 
There are some people li^.rfftat. He has been here longer than 
anyone else I guess and is getting about 30^, the highest of 
anyone up here. He wanted ,to go on AB, Well, hell, if I put 
him on that the management would stop me. It would be a terrible 
waste of manpower to put an &0{6 man on a 5 0 ^ Job, Brov/n would 
call me up and say, "What in hell, why are you putting your best 
man on the easiest job? What in God's name is going on around 
there?" In other words, I'd catch plenty of hell, I had him on 
there once when there was nothing else to do and he did this job 
well - better than anyone - and he did a lot of other jobs in 
addition. He was sweeping the floor, moving reels, and helping 
me on the desk. God, you never saw such a guy. He was doing 
practically everything. Then I put him on the twisting machines 
doing the same thing the G-reek is doing. That's a little harder 
but it's a routine job. Well, this guy did good work on it. He 
made efficiency! every week but he didn't like the job. He 
wouldn't say nothing, but I knew he was sore as hell up here 
/points to head/. Inside the wheels were going around saying, 
TWhat a rotten deal I'm gettin', what a stinkin' deal I'm gettin', 
what a stinkin 1 deal I'm gettin'," over and over. Now he's got 
it into his mind how much work he is supposed to do in a day, and 
he won*t do more than that regardless of hell or high water, I 
never saw such a guyi The trouble is that he does the work as 
far as the efficiency is concerned. But it just seems that he 
won't work longer or harder than it takes to get his 15 bonus 
a week, and then he slacks off I He knows what a day's work is 
in his own mind and by God if he'll do any morel 

iMaguire meant by his statement, "He made efficiency/ that Nelsara 
produced the minimum output necessary for a bonus. 
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Assistant; Why does he slack off? 

Maguire: It's just his nature! You can't do anything with a 
guy like that. You can't tell me that money isn't important to 
him! All you got to do is look at the bonus sheets to see. /Shows 
A the bonus records for January where Nelson got around ^5 bonus 
and the G-reek got around The Greek produced about 140,000 
feet more for the month^ The Greek will work for more. He 
wants that extra $3« All foreigners are that way. Three bucks 
means quite a lot to them. But the important thing is that the 
company, for a little less than three bucks, could get over 
100,000 feet more cable. The trouble with Nelson is that he 
don't like the job and he won't work on it, that is, beyond what 
he thinks is a day's work. None of the other fellows are like 
that. The Greek especially. The catch is that to get that 
extra 100,000 feet that the Greek gets every week you have to work 
increasingly harder. Up to a certain point it is fairly easy, 
but beyond that you have to work like a son-of-a-gunl So what 
am I going to do? 

Assistant: Willy, is this the situation: You have one fellow, 
the G-reek, for \vhom money is important. He'll work for it. And 
you have another, Nelson, who doesn't seem to consider money 
as important as the as the job he is doing. 

Maguire: Well, yes, that's it, I suppose. But this other 
fellow still is a problem. Nelson went to the union complaining 
that I was persecuting him when I had him working on the winding 
machines. I didn't put him on there because I wanted to; I had 
toi Production had to be gotten out i Well, he said "I could 
get a new man and train him! In two or three weeks, Yes, but I 
can't wait for two weeks to get out this cable. Murphy can't 
wait! The company can't wait! The Navy won't wait! They want 
that cable NOW! If the times had been normal and we weren't 
short of good men, of course I would have taken him off because 
I don't want anybody working for me on a job they don't like! 
I don't want them doing something if their heart isn't in it! 
Something might happen! While he was working on that machine, 
I was half scared to death Nelson was going to put his hand in 
the machine or anything to get out of it! He's that kind of a 
guy! He is really a problem child. After I put him on the 
winders, he first came over and said his feet hurt him! Well, we 
talked around that for awhile. I asked him, "Well, how about 
your shoes, they hurt you? How about some safety shoes? Have 
you tried them?" No he hadn't tried them, I told him he better 
go over to the doctor if there was anything wrong with his feet. 
Then he said it wasn't his feet nothing wrong with the shoes. 
Then I said to him, "Well, maybe you ought to go over to First 
Aid and let them see what the trouble is?" No, he didn't want 
to do that. Well, I knew as well as he did that there wasn't 
anything wrong with his feet or with the floor. I've been v̂alk.-
ing on it and I know it's all right. Well, we didn't get any
where that time. 

- A J 
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Another time he was out Friday and he didn't give any 
reason or call up to let me know. First thing I knew they wanted 
me to fill out an accident report! He claimed he got his arm 
hurt in the cage on the winding machine. Well, I never saw any
thing happen and he didn't say anything about it at the time so 
what could I put down? I asked him why he waited until Saturday 
to go to First Aid. He said his arm didn't start hurting until 
Friday night. He was back on Monday morning tossing reels and 
throwing things around like nothing had happened. The next time 
he pulls that one or complains about his feet I'll be waiting for 
him. He'll do anything to get out of a job he doesn't like. \7hy 
I've seen hiin actually worry himself sick right over there by a 
machine. He will complain of a stomach ache and go over to First 
Aid and they will actually send him home as sick!!! He'll be 
back here maybe a day or two later. In the meantime he's lost 
t# or $10 by not working. But that don't mean anything to him. 
How he can do that with eight children I don't know. I happen 
to know that the money he gets he spends for beer quite a lot. 
I don't see how he can do it, I've got only two children and I 
don't have any left for much beer. 

One day he comes over to me and we start talking. He 
was complaining about the work and finally we get around to his 
outside life. "It's nothing to me and none of my business," I 
says, "but Nelson, what do you do when you go home at night? -
You don't have to answer me if you don't want to." Well, he 
didn't say anything so I said, "I suppose maybe you want me to 
tell you first what I do when I go home." Then I told him, 
"Nelson, when I get through here, I'm pretty tired so I go home; 
and I wash up. Then I eat my supper which my wife has prepared 
for me. Then I may sit down and read the paper, if I'm not too 
tired. Then I go to bed. I don't go put and raise cain, playing 
cards and drinking all night like you do. I've got to come to 
work the next day and put in a day's work. I have to support 
my family." But he didn't see it that way at all. He said he 
didn't do that. Now that's what happens when you talk to fellows 
like you said in the course. Some people, if you treat them like 
human beings, will take advantage of you every time!! 

Assistant: Now, let me see if I can understand what you are 
saying. As I get it you started out by asking Nelson what he 
does outside the plant. Then you told him what you do, because 
he didn't say anything. Then, it seems tc me, that you said in 
effect to Nelson that you didn't really want to hear what he aid 
outside because you already know what he does and you don't like 
it? 

Maguire: Sure I know what he does! I don't have to ask him what 
he was doing! Of course, I know! I happen to know some of the 
fellows he plays cards with! Look, can a man stay up all night 
long and play around and then come in and work the next day and 
be worth a damn?! If you do, then we might as v/ell stop talking 
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right here] I happen to know that it can't be done. I know that 
he goes out and carouses around. He's always talking a lot 
around here to all the men about what a time he had the other 
night. I don't go for that stuff. I know that he has eight 
children so why do 'I have to ask him? Maybe I shouldn't know 
all that!! Maybe I know too much about his private life! I 
d-ott1* want to know about it! It's none of agr business! But I 
happen to know it and maybe that's my fault. If I would only 
keep my big nose out of other people's business I wouldn't know 
those things - and probably I'd be better off. Sometimes I'm 
sure of it. But I happen to know some of the fellows who play 
cards with him and they say it hurts them to play with him be
cause every time he has $g or $10 out on the board they can 
hardly bring themselves to trump his card! They know his wife 
and children, and they know she is a good wife and she doesn't 
deserve this. Every time they have a trump to put on Nelson, they-
begin to think of his poor wife and say to themselves: it's not 
hurting Nelson, it's hurting her and the kids. Two of these 
fellows have stopped playing with him because they couldn't stand 
it any longer. And then he has the colossal nerve to stay out 
the next day and lose another $>£> or $10. Why does he do it? I'm 
sure I don't know but obviously there's something in the back of 
his mind that's behind all this. Can I get it? No, because I'm 
his boss and he is afraid of me! And if I try to help him he'll 
only take advantage of me. 

You see the trouble is that if I give him an easy job, 
he will keep on staying out half the night and coming to work the 
next morning late and no good for anything. Suppose I give in, 
and give him an easier job; instead of staying out until tv/elve, 
he can stay out until one. Then if I give him an easier job that 
takes even less 'work, the next time he complains, he will be able 
to stay out until maybe two o'clock and still come in and do the 
work. 

Assistant-: Then, I suppose if you kept on doing that, eventually 
he would be staying out all night and not coming in at all during 
the day? 

Maguire: Yes, well, that's the idea. And then you've got all 
these things like the union demanding equal wages and stuff like 
that. 

But the trouble with Nelson is that some one should 
have taken hold of him when he was a little boy, a long'time ago. 
Somebody should have seen he was going off in this direction 
and taken him aside and said, "Look here, you've got to go this 
other direction.. Ho, you can't get married; no, you can't have 
any "children! You've got to lead this other kind of a life just 
because some people don 4t deserve to have children! They aren Jt 
born to have them because they won't provide for them!" I figure 
that if a man doesn't take more responsibility than that, there 
is something definitely wrong with him. I don't know what to do 
with him. He's a problem child if there ever vras one* 

AO 
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But as far as your course was concerned, 1 think you 
are on the right track; but you have a hell of a job ahead of you. 
It takes a lot of brains, more than I have. Maybe somebody with 
more tact, or diplomacy, or brains or intelligence, but it's 
beyond me, 

But as I said before, it can't be done by the foreman 
and I don't think it ought to be done by the superintendent. 
They are production men and it's their job to get out the work. 
They haven't time to do that-with everything else that comes 
along. Sometimes this job almost drives me nuts. And I realize 
it's my fault. I shouldn't let it get me down like this, i 
even take some orders home with, me at night so I can arrange the 
next day's work. I get everything cleared up and come down here 
the next morning with a clean slate. I say to myself, "Today I 
have a full eight or nine hours ahead of me and .nothing to hinder 
me from doing this work and catching up." Everything looks like 
it's gonna be a swell day. Before I know it, hell breaks loose* 
The six-spindle has broken down and they want to know what to do 
about it. I've got to go down and see what's wrong and try to 
get it fixed. That may take an hour or more. Then something 
else comes up; the phone rings from Casey's office and they want 
to know about some back order, I rush around like a madman, and 
before you know it the day is shot to hell, and I'm still behind 
the eight ball bein' pushed to get out more production. Always 
more production. 

Cox and I are good friends and we argue about this all 
the time. He tells me I take things too seriously and I admit 
I get myself into a lot of trouble. I am always doing something 
I don't have to and every damn time I wish I hadn't. Just the 
other morning, I was all set to run some fiarae-proof jute. So 
1 order up some that I had in storage for the last two months. I 
knew then I was going to need it for this order so I had it or
dered and it got here almost two months ago. Well, in all that 
time the Electrical Lab should have tested it, they had plenty 
of time, and i'£ I had assumed that they had, nobody would have 
known the difference. But they hadn't. Now, I didn't know they 
hadn't, but I thought to myself, "I'll just test a little of it 
to make sure." I took a piece over in the corner as it came off 
the eleva/tor and lighted it. Well, it flamed up, whoooosh! So 
I called up the Lab and sent it back to them. They said they 
wouldn't be able to do anything until after dinner. I- came back 
from dinner and they csall me to say it isn't any good, not to 
use it, I call' Brown then and ask him - he says, "No, we 
better not use it or it will come back on us from the customer." 
Well, by that time I have wasted several hours and the set-up has 
to be taken down, and I have to find something else for the men 
to run in place of it, after getting everything all ready and 
keeping the men waiting. And all because I had to stick my nose 
in where it didn't belong; I'm serious. It wasn't my job to 
test that jute and I wouldn't have gotten the blame if it went 
out to the customer that wayi But it would still be on my mind 
and would bother me. I guess my conscience is too strong for my 
own good. 
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I don't make mistakes up here very often but I cause 
myself a lot of trouble checking up on things. A lot of wire 
is coming in from other departments all the time and it all 
has tags on it saying what type it is and whether or not it's 
0.1. If I would only mind my own business and just read the tag, 
I would be able to get more done, but there are a lot of spools 
that come up here with O.K. tags on them that I can see are not 
right, like that one over there. /Points to a small spool of 
single conductor wire about five feet awayV7 Well, what the hell, 
I could let it go on through and. be sent out to the customer and 
maybe it would come back, and maybe it wouldn't. No .matter which 
happened I. wouldn't be blamed for it. But suppose I do let a bad 
or wrong conductor go down from here to the rubber section be
cause it does have an O.K. tag on it. Murphy gets it and puts 
rubber on; then it goes on to the press machine section and they 
put the lead on it and then to the vulcanizers. All that time I 
am thinking over and over, "Now the cable is being insulated, now 
it's being leaded, now it's being vulcanized, think of all that 
time and money that's being wasted, all on account of me." I've 
got too much of a conscience. But you got to get out production 
and have it right. With all these things on ray mind all day long 
I haven't time to talk with Nelson or listen to his troubles. 
And I don't think Morgan has the time either. You have to have 
some way for the man on the machine to go to the top without 
going through his bosses. If you don't bridge that gap between 
management and man you'll never get the truth, and I won't get 
the truth out of these men. Why? Because they are afraid of 
management, and. they have reason to be, They know that manage
ment can take their jobs away from them so what the hell, they 
aren't going to say anything that will endanger their jobs. All 
the time they are talking to management they"are figuring how to 
say something which will get them something and not reveal what 
is really on their mind. Maybe you can do"it because you can sit 
down and talk with them'for an hour or two. Jack Wright can do 
it I suppose. He can have a-man come over and say, "Here, take 
a chair and tell me what's on your mind." But I can't do that 
and I don't think Morgan can do it - we haven't the time, They 
sent us copies of the union bargaining contract. I told them I 
didn't have the time to read it. Besides, that's not my job -
that's the personnel's jobl I am supposed to get out the work. 
I haven't time to spend on the personal problems of my men. 
That's the personnel's problem. Suppose a fellow comes over to 
the desk a.nd wants to talk with me. Here I am with all these 
damned orders on my desk trying to keep up with what is going on! 
He starts in telling me his troubles and the phone rings -
Murphy's calling up about some cable downstairs I Then something 
else happens. Well, hell, here I am with half of my mind going 
over these orders and listening in the phone - what about g605? 
How many feet of YZ on the six-spindle today? What setup for 
^577 order? And with the other ear I'm trying to listen to this 
guy! I can't do it. Maybe some people with better minds and 
greater capacities can do it, but it's too much for me! My job 
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is to get out production. Why should I be expected to take time 
to listen to these men's troubles when I got my hands full just 
getting the cable out! 

Did you know Buell? Well, you should have met him. 
You would have been interested in him and his ways. I think 
you should have met him before he died about two years ago. 
Your ideas don't click at all with his. They would clash some
thing terrific. He represented the old school. There were 
never any questions or nice conversations bet¥/een people. He 
told you what he wanted and there were no ifs, ands, or buts; 
you did it, or out you went. He wasn't interested in anything 
but production. If you got in his way, you were just swept aside! 
If you interfered with their plans, out you went! They didn't 
fool with you or give you a chance to tell your story! You 
weren't supposed to say a damn thing! Buell would come into 
my section and if he saw a machine idle, he would rush over to 
you like a storm and start giving you hell right then and there.. 
You didn't have a chance to answer any questions; he just started 
in, "What the hell is going on around here, why isn't that machine 
running, what kind of a department is this?" And so on and on 
until your ears were ringing. Then maybe after he had roared at 
you for five or ten minutes you might be able to sandwich in the 
fact that the machine broke down and was waiting for repairs. 
Then he would get sore and say, "Well, why didn't you say so?" 
And go off to check up on what you said and see what was being 
done in the machine shop about it. They would be in the act of 
working on it and he would start in on them. 

It's bad enough without trying to learn my men's 
personal problems. There was the time we had to get out the 
Refel wire. It was a rush order. I worked night and day on it, 
from six in the morning until eight or nine at night and then when 
I went home at night I was making wire in my sleep. I couldn't 
sleep. I was getting two hours a night. It couldn't last, I 
tell you. Then I had to run three shifts all by myself, all the 
paper work and the rest of it. I have to have two men to work 
vights to keep the order going. Clark sends me down two guys 
that are going to night school! Can you imagine that! Well, 
that was the last straw. I put on my hat and march over Will 
Markham's office. I'm plenty riled up by that time- You could 
see from the way I walked over, down the street and around the 
corner like this/walks back and forth with fists clenched and 
punching the air in front as he walks, with his head down and 
gritting his teeth7, I'm boiling over. I come in his office and 
he says, "You look pretty mad."' I said, "I am. Here I am trying 
to get out this Refe wire with everybody jumping on my neck for 
more production and Clark sends me two men who are going to col
lege at night to work at night!! What the hell is going on around 
here!!" I told Will Markham I thought we ought to be able to see 
at least that men who are going to college at night can't work 
down here at night! Well, he aaid he would see what we could do. 

3-Refe was the name of a customer. 
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So I guess he called Buell and gave him hell because in a 
couple of hours Buell sent for me. I didn't know what he could 
want with me. I came in and sat down. He looked at me with a 
scowl on his face and put his thumbs in his suspenders /demon
strates stretching his own suspenders up and down7 and looked 
down at me, "Young raan-n-ni Do you think you are running this 
company?" And then he let me have it. I didn't know at first 
what it was all about. I guess Will had jumped on him about 
Clark and so he was giving me the works. His office was right 
out in the open where everybody could hear and see it and there 
must have been 500 - well, about 100 people up there in the 
office and they were all red in the face they felt so sorry for 
me. Well, I got sore and after he ran down, I said, "I have had 
the impression, Mr. Buell, that this company has an order of Refe 
wire that has a deadline they are trying to make ?" He said, '"Yes," And I 
said, "Didn't everybody say we couldn't make the deadline on it? 
Didn't they say we couldn't do it? And aren't we trying to show 
they're wrong?" He said, "Yes." Then I let him have it about 
how I tried to get two men to work nights and Clark sends me two 
men who are going to college at night! I didn't want college 
students! It doesn't take a lot of education or brains to do 
this job even if they could work nights! Well, he finally ad
mitted, "I suppose you didn't think you were doing anything wrong, 
so we'll let it go this time." I said, "Your damn right, I didn't 
think I was doing anything wrong!" 

Then in the middle of all this rush and trouble Morgan 
would keep coming up and haranguing me about the work. Why this 
and why that, until I didn't know whether I was coming or going. 
Finally he got to bothering me so much I told him I couldn't do 
?iy work if he was going to come around and try to argue with me 
all the time on how to run my section. You see, he thinks he 
knows how it should be run but he doesn't know. I run it my way 
and I have all the orders laid out so I can run it and then he 
comes along with some new idea of his on how it should be done. 
I had to tell him to leave. It was just too much with all this 
other stuff. Well, I got the wire out after two months. We 
finally finished it, and for all my pains it finished me off. 
They carried the wire off to the shipping, room one afternoon and 
I followed it out on a stretcher. I was done in and had to take 
a couple of months to rest up. 

Buell didn't care about people, machines or anything 
except production. You could tear this building down and build 
a new one with your bare hands and he wouldn't give a damn! He 
only wanted production! You could talk about everything under 
the sun; you could talk about breakdowns, people getting sick, 
people dying, injuries, family troubles or any other damn thing, 
until the cows came home. And after you v/ere all finished he 
would still say "Production, Production, Production, I want 
Production.,r There wasn't a man in this plant who was hated more 
than he was, -People hated his guts. Lincoln freed the slaves, 
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but Buell didn't know it. And in spite of all that you got to 
give him credit, he got out the work. 

But as far as your course goes, I think you are on 
the right track. I haven't given you much help shooting off my 
mouth like this,, but I think you men are on the right track, and 
with God's help, and you will need just that, you may get some
where in figuring out this mess. It's a problem for men with 
more brains"than I have and I know it. I think of my tendency to. 
be hotheaded. I know that's one of my faults. But I try to do 
my job as well as I can and I treat my men fair and square as long 
as they treat me the same way. I used to be on the other side 
of the fence when they used to have a company union. Well, then 
as an employee I was just as noisy and I talked against manage
ment. The management thought they were being very generous in 
letting- us have some representation. Men were chosen to repre
sent them in this council and 4-0 or 50 men elected me to talk 
for them because I always had plenty to say. I was the guy who 
always stuck my neck out. The rest of them wouldn't open their 
traps. It's a wonder I haven't been fired out of this place nine 
times out of ten for saying what's on my mind. But they would 
never give us any notice in advance when they were going to have 
a meeting so no one would have anything prepared to talk about. 
I guess they thought they would catch us unawares. They would 
call up at nine in the morning and say, "There's going to be a 
meeting at one o'clock." That's all they would tell us. We'd 
all come up and they would pass around cigars to make us feel 
good so we would sit back and show our appreciation for all the 
benefits of working for the company. I didn't smoke but I took 
one and would sit there with it anyway. The big shots would 
each get up and spout off on how lucky we were to have this 
recognition and chance to help run the company, and pat themselves 
on the back for doing such a fine thing. And every'time it was 
little Willy who got up and did the talking for the other side. 

But I still say it's impossible for production people 
like Morgan and me to get the truth - what's in the back of their 
minds - because the man on the machine has that fear of manage
ment . 

Assistant: Why does he have that fear? 

Maguire: Well, because of the way he has been treated by manage
ment all these years. There is a wall between management and 
man that will have to be broken down before he'll tell the truth. 

Assistant: How do you think that can be done? 

Maguire: Well, management is changing from the way Buell used 
to run things; it is just a matter of time and it will take a 
long time. They are more human now than they were but we'll have 
to grow out of it. Naturally there is still a lot of the old 
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school around here and that's what you see. And as long as that 
is around here, maybe for some time after it's gone, the man on 
the machine is going to have this fear in the back of his mind 
when he talks to his production boss - always realizing that 
this man can take his job away from him - you can't get that idea-
out of their minds overnight. It's been growing up too long. 
These damn fools who think all they have to do is go out and put 
up a nice, big modern building, dump a crowd of people into it 
and the tanks or airplanes start coming out! They're crazy as 
hell! People are too much afraid of each other. They won't 
cooperate with strangers. It's hard enough to get men to work 
together in a place that has been going a long time. It's one 
hell of a problem and I don't know"what we can do about it. 

I think the personnel department is a step in the right 
direction. /Goes over to sink to wash xnpj You will never get 
the men to talk to us because our job is production and our" re
lation to .the men makes them afraid of us". And furthermore we 
haven't the time for learning about our men. That's the job for 
the personnel men. I wouldn^t expect personnel men to come over 
here and tell me how to run my job, and I wouldn't expect to 
know how to run theirs. Of course, Jack Wright could probably 
run mine all right because he has his electrical engineering 
training and knows all about cables, but I'm not thinking about, 
that. There must be some way for the man on the machine to go 
direct to management without going through his firstline bosses. 
But even in that there are difficulties;"! tried to send Nelson 
over to Jack Wright but Morgan put a stop to it. 

Assistant: Why did he do that? 

Maguire: I suppose he just didn't want it going out of the 
department. But there you see I'm stopped again. I suppose he 
thought if he couldn't handle it, he didn't want anyone else 
outside to fool with it. Now maybe if you were to have a try 
at it, you might do something. You have the time. I haven't. 
Just the other day they sent us some merit-rating blanks to 
rate our men with.l Right away I have difficulties with Nelson 
and the Greek. How should I rate them? Nelson is obviously 
the best man. He can do any job in the section and do it well. 
He has more intelligence but the Greek does more work. And he'll 
do better on the winders but he can't be shifted around. Yet he 
actually produces more for the company. Still if I give him a 
higher rating, it just isn't right. Nelson is the more valuable 
man in a pinch. But if I rate him higher, he'll get the higher 
rate, I don't know how I'll do it, but that just shows how ray 
time is taken up. 
1 Wright was experimenting -vith a merit-rating system for all new 
employees. As he was in a hurry he had used the telephone to 
explain the rating blanks to the foremen whom he selected at 
random for his experiment. 
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But on Nelson, you or Jack might be able to do it; 
it might take an hour to get to the bottom of it, and I haven't 
got the time. I think Jack is a good man for that kind of thing 
because he is quiet and calm and a good listener and that's what 
it takes. 

Getting back to your course. I don't mind saying that 
I was plenty sore when Murphy made his pretty speeches because 
that's what he is doing. Right after that I walked down the 
street with him and it wasn't a half an hour before he had gone 
against one of those rules he said was important. Morgan came 
up and asked me how about getting Maynard to come down and Murphy 
had just been asking me about Maynard. He said he was looking 
for a new clerk. When Morgan asked me, I said, O.K. And as 
soon as Murphy got back from that class he began to make a big 
fuss about it and shoot off his mouth: "Why that guy coming 
down here? He won't last very long in this office. We don't 
want him," and blah, blah, blah up and down. Well, I heard about 
it from Maynard so I called up Morgan and said, "Now listen, if 
Maynard is going to start out with two strikes against him, he's 
not coming down there. That's a hell of A way to start a man 
off." Well, Morgan said he would see that Maynard got a fair 
start and would have him report directly to him (Morgan) so I 
hope it will be all right. But that just shows you what kind of 
a horse's neck Murphy is, I don't know how much he is a friend 
of yours, but I'm here to tell you that Murphy is not a well-liked 
man around here. If that wasn't prejudging the man, I don't know 
what is. He is always like that. One minute he is as sweet as 
anything and the next minute he'll knife you in the back. I 
would advise you to keep away and watch out for him. The other 
day a new man was sent over to him from the employment office 
and the guy comes into the office downstairs and says to Norton 
that he is reporting for work, Murphy happens to be standing 
right there and says in a loud voice, "What the hell do they 
think this is over here! I ordered a Man. Do you call this a 
Man?" And the poor guy was standing right there. A hell of a 
way to start off in a department if you ask me. 

You, of course know his real name. It's "Windy." 
"Windy" Murphy they call him. I have had my troubles with him 
and I keep away as much as I can. If he was on the back side 
instead of the front side of me in production I wouldn't take 
nothing off him. But the way it is with my stuff going to him 
instead of his stuff coming to me, I can't afford to do it. I 
don't make mistakes in my work hardly ever because I watch it 
very carefully - too carefully, that's my trouble - but every so 
often Murphy will blame his own mistakes on me and I have learned 
from experience that it is best never to argue with him. Just v 

say, "Yes, Mr. Murphy," no matter what it is. If I don't, he 
will do everything he can to make it tough for me for the next 
few weeks. He will send cable back to me that has nothing wrong 
with it except something which his machines have done to it. i... 
If I ar&ue, he will go to Morgan and then I have to come down and 
explain it to him. 
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Incidentally, all this is between you and me, and I 
wouldn't want it to get around. This is stuff for you to put 
way back in the back of your mind. 

Assistant: Of course this is between you and me, Willy. You 
understand that everything you say to me is confidential,. don 11 
you? 

Maguire: Yes, I know it's all right. I have a lot of friends 
around the plant and I know you have talked to a lot of people, 
and if you had made any slips, I would have heard about it from 
them. I haven't heard anything so I know you can be trusted. 

But your job and Jack's is to handle this kind of 
problem and it shouldn't go up through the line. Because here's 
what happens. The man on the machine comes to me and tells me 
his story, and I see I can't do anything about it so I send him 
to Morgan. Well, he tells it again to Morgan, but maybe Morgan 
can't do anything with it either, so he sends it to personnel or 
maybe the factory manager. Well, by this time the guy is getting 
pretty sick and tired of telling his personal problems all over 
the plant and you can't blame him. 

If Jack has the time to sit down with the man for an 
hour,, I think it is a good idea. Joe can tell him what's on his 
mind because he knows it won't get back to his foreman and at the 
end of the hour, or whatever it takes - some of them will take 
maybe two or three hours or longer - why Jack can write out a 
slip saying that Joe Doakes has spent to much time over there with 
him and what went on is nobody's damn business except Joe's and 
Jack's. Then if Joe sees he can trust Jack not to go blabbing it 
to his foreman, other men will start coming over. Pretty soon 
Jack is liable to have a hundred men to spend an hour with and 
then he will have to expand his organization. /LaughSj/7 

Well, I don't suppose I have helped you much, with the 
course but that's the way I see it. I'm pretty late now. Come 
back again when you have a couple of hours you want to waste. 

Assistant: I certainly will. You've helped a lot, Willy» 
Thanks very much. I'll be seeing you. 
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Exhibit 1 

QUAKER ELECTRIC COMPANY 

Partial Organization Chart, January, 1942* 

President 
Will Markham 

Sales Manager 
Turnbell 

Advertising Manager 
Cannon 

Printing Department 
Smith 

Vice President & 
Factory Manager 

George Markham 

Vice President of 
Plant Maintenance 

John Markham 
Personnel Director 

Jack Wright 

2 Personnel 
Assistants 

anployment 
Manager 

Clark 
Office Safety 

Assistant Assistant 

Chief Electrical 
iSngineer 

Potts 

Factory Super* 
intendent 

William Brown 

Superintendent of 
Chemical Production 

Fowler 

Efficiency 
Department 

Pay Boll Account ing 
Department 
MacHillan 

Braiding Department 
Foreman 

Finishing Department 
Superint endent 

Morgan 

Processing Division 
Superintendent 

Casey** 
Shipping Department 

Cabling Department 
Foreman 

Receiving Department 
Foreman 
Sherman, 

Assembly Department 
Foreman 

Mickey Jones 

Winding Section 
Y/illy Maguire 

Rubber Milling 
Section 

Mclntyre 
Rubber Section 

John Murphy 

Press'Machine 
.Section 

Banks 

Vulcanizing and 
Stripping Section 

Joe Rivers 

•Although some of the executives of the Quaker Electric Company had attempted several times to draw up an organization chart which would represent 
accurately the formal relations in the company, they had never succeeded in making one that satisfied them. This organization chert has been drawn 
to assist students in assimilating the case and is the case wr i ters idea of certain relations existing in the company at the time he made the study, 
as he heard them described by some executives of the company, 

**Al»o in charge since July, 1941, of production scheduling and control for a l l manufacturing and assembly departments. 
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MR. 0, 0. IMftKER, Supervisor of Personnel Operations 
1SI> Broadway 
New fork 
Dear Groves. 

I wonder if % oould enlist your help in getting an answer 
to a question which has been discussed here from tine to time but 
never definitely settled. 

The question concerns the winner in which we should dis
pose of the royalties from the hook ̂ Management and the Worker,* I 
casually mentioned this matter to Mr. Goetse when I was in lew Tork 
recently hut his time was so fully occupied with the conference he 
was then conducting that he did not feel he could give the matter 
sufficient thought at that time* He suggested that I take the mat
ter up through our own organisation and so 1 am taking the liberty 
of referring it to you* 

there is quite an involved story behind this question and 
although no one here knows all of the facts since Br. Mayo dealt 
directly with Mr, 3 toll on some of the details, we can nevertheless 
sketch in the main outlines rather briefly. When the Company sent 
Mr* Wright and Mr. Dickson to Cambridge to work with Pr* Mayors De
partment on the publication of the research, it is our impression 
that Br, Mayo and Mr, Stoll had some sort of understanding whereby 
Br, Mayo definitely assumed responsibility for financing the pub
lication of the work* It is our impression further that Br, Mayo 
requested and secured a fund of approximately #4,000 from the 
Rockefeller Foundation for this specific purpose and that he set 
this amount aside pending the completion of the book* It was an
ticipated at that time that the publication of the book would be 
an expensive undertaking and that It was unlikely that it would pay 
for itself* 

When the book went to press, it was informally understood 
that any returns from the book should go toward reimbursing the 
Industrial Research Department for the cost of publication which in 
round figures was #8800 for the first printing of 1,000 copies. 
This seemed to be a reasonable and equitable ejrrangement since the 
Research Department had undertaken the whole burden of financing 
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the publication. As you probably know, the sale of this book has 
been in excess of all expectations and Professor Roethlisberger re
cently informed Mr, Dickson that it has earned a profit of approx
imately #1*000.00. Bo hat directed that these profits be get aside 
in a separate fund until a decision baa been raachad as to what 
should be done with them. Be recently wrote to Mr, Dickson inform
ing bin of this and asked hi* how be would like to have the natter 
handled. I night add that this question has been discussed by 
Mr. Boethlisberger end Mr* Dickson on previous occasions and Mr*, 
Dickson has always taken the view that any snail profits the book 
night earn could, as far as he was concerned, be retained by the 
Industrial Research Department at Harvard to further their research 
studies* However, since the amount aocunulated at present is sisable 
and the prospects are that the book nay continue to pay some royalties 
over an indefinite period of tlae, it is felt that it would be desir
able to reach eons definite agreement with Dr. Mayo*a Department as 
to what should be done with it. 

Xn referring this question to you, I thought that there 
might be sons precedent perhaps in the experience of the E. of M, 
or the Dell Laboratories which would suggest the proper action to 
take in this case. In the absence of some precedent, of course, 
there are various ways In which this question could be settled. The 
most obvious and perhaps the easieet course would be for the Company 
to disclaim all interest in the matter and leave the question of 
disposing of these and any future royalties up to the Harvard Busi
ness School, Another obvious solution would be to permit the 
authors to divide the royalties between themselves as is, I believe, 
a custonary practice, I personally favor the latter solution, 

% think it was proper that the Industrial Research Depart
ment at Harvard be relsbursed for the original outlay* However, 
now that thatobligation has been paid off, there seems to be little 
reason for continuing that arrangement, the book was financed by 
funds obtained from the Rockefeller Foundation for that purpose and 
so far as we know Dr. Mayo was never particularly concerned over 
whether the funds were repaid or not* Sis department hat financed 
the publication of several volumes which they knew would never re
pay the cost of publication. In addition, Mr, Boethlisberger re
cently published his book "Management and Morals" and we understand 
that the Harvard University Preis oarrisd the whole cost of that 
publication on <tht strength ef the reception that had been given 
"Management end the Worker," Consequently, Mr. Roethlisberger is 
probably earning some royalty on every volume of this book that is 
sold. Whether or not he is putting this money aside for a separate 
research fund for the sehool we do not know, 

I oite these considerations because they led me to the 
conclusion that the Industrial Research Department at Harvard has 
been adequately rewarded for the part it played in the publication. 
One mould argue quite logically, of course, that since Mr, Dickson 
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was sent there as an employee of the Company, any royalties earned 
by the book should be shared In by the Company, Such an arrangement 
would be entirely agreeable to us hers. However, unless there is 
some precedent to follow, it would probably necessitate more trouble 
than the amount involved is worth, X felt, therefore, that the 
simplest way to handle the matter would be for the authors of the 
book to make a definite contract with the publisher entitling them 
to whatever royalties the book may earn. 

% would appreciate it very much if you would assist me in 
getting some statement or, this matter which expresses the Company 
viewpoint. Any conclusion you may reach will be agreeable to us 
here and, we feel sure, to Br, Mayo and his associates since there 
has never been any difference of opinion among us on matters such 
as this. 

Sincerely, 

Superintendent of Industrial Relations 
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December 5, 1946 

MR. GEORGE P. F. LOMBARD 
Harvard University 
Graduate School of Business Administration 
Soldiers field 
Boston 63, Massachusetts 
Dear George: 
I do not believe I acknowledged your letter of last August showing 
the sales of the book. It is interesting to me to see how the sales 
have held fairly constant during the last five years. X think that 
in all likelihood they may increase because hereabouts it seems to 
be used more and more by the schools as collateral reading and in 
some instances as a text. 
I also received your notes on reading assignments for your courses 
in human relations. It impresses me as a very fine job and should 
be helpful to us in training counselors. I showed it to Mr. D. J. 
0»Heil when he was here recently and he wondered whether he could 
obtain a copy of it. He is on the staff of the A.T.& T. Personnel 
Department reporting to Mr. Potter who replaced Mr. Griffin on his 
retirement. Mr. 0*Neil is in the position of steering the develop
ment of counseling in the Bell System. I would appreciate it if 
you could arrange to have a copy sent to him at 195 Broadway. I 
would like to have three additional copies isyself if they are avail
able. I should, of course, want to pay any charges for these and 
Mr. O'Neills copy. 
We were all very pleased to see the article in "Fortune" magazine 
about Mayo and his work. The surprise to me was that "Fortune" 
magazine had anyone on its staff sufficiently aware of his work to 
properly assess it and accord it the in̂ ortanoe it deserves. 
I am at last, 1 feel, getting into a position where I can again 
think seriously about continuing our research work. On the first 
of this month we succeeded in getting our training work established 
as a separate division thus relieving me of that responsibility. 
This is the first time since 1936 that I have not had a number of 
other functions besides counseling and research to occupy my mind 
and the experience of being freed from these other duties is rather 
refreshing to say the least. 
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WL. GEORGE F. F. LOMBARD 2. December 5, 1946 

Eliot writes me that he and Connie expect to be in Chicago at the 
meetings of the American Sociological Society and Applied Anthro
pology the latter part of this month. It -would be a swell oppor
tunity for some of us to get together. Why don't you and Fritz 
give it some thought? 

Sincerely, 

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY 

W „ J, DICKSON 

WJD:F 
Assistant Superintendent, Personnel 
Counseling and Research 
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ASaKdSMSNT OP EMPLOYEE USiS OF COX3N5JSLING  
Quarterly  

Average for Three Quarters - 1949 
Hawthorne Works 

LIMITED USE ACTIVE 0bE 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) i (f) 

Insufficient Expression Expression of Concern 
No. of 
Empl. 

Assessed 
Employees 

Not 
Interested 

Contacts to 
Assess 

Relationship 
of Attitudes, 
Opinions 

and Interests 
About 
Personal 
Attitude 

About 
Situation or 
Circumstances 

% of These Cases 
Inhere Adjustment is Made 
Ack. No. Ack. 

11,081* 934 & 1,386 13% 5,263 48£ 1,568 1U% 1,930 m 435 13* 710 20% 

-

3,498 31% of Total 33% of 
Expression of Concern 

21% of Total 1% of Total 

Redistribution of Percentages Related to Total 
11,081 u 13* 9% 12% 6% 

The figures which appear in black give a picture of how our services are distributed from those 
employees who are "not interested" to those who are concerned about "situation or circumstance." 
The last two columns contain data which relate to the two preceding columns only. In other words, 
in addition to the regular distribution, the figures in black indicate how many people of those 
who expressed "concern" made an adjustment. (33$) 
The figures in red are a percentage distribution of the same data which shows that percentage of 
the total number of people assessed were placed in each of the categories. All of the categories 
add to one hundred per cent. In this case the total percentage for the last two columns becomes 
10% of those assessed. 
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ASSESSMENT OF MPIQYM IBS OF COtBISELIKG  
Description of Significant Factors of Chart 

Notes: 1. In viewing the above chart, it must be remembered that the employees listed in 
any one category were placed there to represent the furthest extent of use 
which they have made of Counseling for an average quarter. Employees shift to 
and from different categories from quarter to quarter according to the kind of 
use they have made of Counseling for that quarter, 

2, Approximately &% of our activity with employees is directed toward those who do 
w not generally respond, We have found that this deviates only 1$ from the 

average of 194#, Generally, about f$ of the employees in our territories evi
dence no interest in talking with the Counselor from time to time. 

3* It is significant that 79$ of our activity is categorized as the employees having 
made "Active Use," 

4* Almost half ~1pf ojjr activity (4#D' is f ocu3ed on those who express "Attitudes, 
Opinions and Interests," The expression of attitudes, opinions and interests 
often results in the prevention of the growth of negativism as well as the 
development of relationships which will facilitate future Counseling work, 

5, Including those who made adjustments, almost one-third of our employees (31$) 
expressed some concerns which varied, of course, in degree of intensity. An 
average of two-thirds of these people (3*49&) have expressed -concerns but as 
yet have made little noticeable progress toward an adjustment̂  The Counselors 
continue to work with these individuals in an effort to hasten adjustment. In 
the remaining one-third of the cases, however, we feel that some adjustment 
has been made* This means that we have been able to see practical results of 
Counseling on the average of 1Q% of the people we assess. 

* Only those employees and supervisors known by the Counselor are assessed each 
quarter; consequently, this figure does not correspond to the total number of 
people in the Counseling territories. 
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ASSESSMENT OF SUPERVISORY USE OF COUMSiSLIMG 
Quarterly  

Average for Three Quarters - 19^9 
Hawthorne Works 

LIMITS ) USE ACTIVE USE 
(a) (b) U) (y) (c) <d) 1 Ce) (f) U ) 

Insufficient Expression Expression of Concern 
Mo. of 
Supv. 

Assessed 
Supervisors 

Not 
Interested 

Contacts to 
Assess 

Relationship 
Referrals of 
Others Made 
to Counselors 

of Attitudes, 
Opinions 

and Interests 
About 
Personal 
Attitude 

About 
Situation or 
Circumstances 

% of These Cases 
Where Adjustment is Hade 

Ind, Group Ack. So Ack. 
1,369 54 h i 197 V * % 66 5% 37 3% 340 25% 288 21% 387 2&% 138 20% 219 32$ 

675 49/6 of Total 52% of 
Expression of Concern 

1M of Total 82$ of Total 

Redistribution of Percentages Related to Total 

1,369 4:1 W o 5% 3% 25% 8£ 15$ lOjg 16$ 

The figures which appear in black give a picture of how our services are distributed from those employees who are 
"not interested" to those who are concerned about "situation or circumstance." The last two columns contain data 
which relate to the two preceding columns only. In other words^ in addition to the regular distribution, the 
figures in black indicate how many people of those who expressed "concern" made an adjustment. (52?0 
The figures in red are a percentage distribution of the same data which shows what percentage of the total number 
of people assessed were placed in each of the categories. All of the categories add to one hundred per cent. In 
this case the total percentage for the last two columns becomes 26$ of those assessed. 
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ASSESSMENT OF SUPMVISORY USB OF COUNSKLXIG 
Description of Significant Factors of Chart 

Notes: 1. As noted in the previous chart, the Supervisory Chart also represents an average quarter based 
on the furthest extent of use which the .supervisors have made of Counseling, From quarter to 
quarter, therefore, supervisors shift from one category to another depending.upon their use for 
the preceding period. 

2* In comparing the Supervisory Assessment Chart to the Employee Assessment Chart, we find that 
the percentages of "Active Use" and "Adjustment" of the fomer are higher. These major dif
ferences may be accounted for by the following reasons: (1) the Counselor's first concern in 
entering a new territory is to build counseling relationships with the supervisors in order 
to know them, be accepted by them and become a part of the management group as well as the 
employee groups (2) in general, the supervisors are less likely to be transferred, loaned out, 
or leave the company - they are a more stable group and are with the Counselor for an extended 
period of timej (3) there are fewer supervisors to contact in each territory, therefore the 
coverage is more frequent and more complete; (4) and, finally, the Counselor must contact the 
supervisor frequently to ask permission to talk with an employee off-the-job, issue time 
tickets, etc*, which gives the Counselor more cause for frequent contact of the supervisor. 

3. An average of only k% of the supervisors evidence little interest in talking to the Counselors. 
This is one-half of the percentage of employees who are not interested (&$). 

4* 82% of our supervisory activity is categorized as "Active." This is 3% above the average for 
the employees, 

5. While the chart indicates that approximately 8$ of the assessed supervisors made referrals of 
others to the Counselor, we must consider that this ie a chart indicating furthest extent of 
use. As such, many of the supervisors who made referrals made additional use of Counseling 
and were listed under other headings. The 8% listed, therefore, are those supervisors whose 
activity with the Counselors was limited to that of a referral basis. 

6. The average of almost one-half (49$) of the supervisors in our territories express concerns 
and approximately an average of k&% of these people (23$ of the total) express concerns and 
are talking them over with the Counselor but as yet have not reached an adjustment. The re
maining 52% of these people made some observable adjustment to the concerns. As the red 
figures indicate, Counseling seems to have been effective for 26% of the supervisors assessed. 
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March 6, 1950 

PROFESSOR GEORGE F. F. LOMBARD 
Harvard University 
Graduate School of Business Administration 
Soldiers Field 
Boston 63, Massachusetts 
Dear George: 
Many thanks for sending me the statement on the sales of the book for 
last year* I was rather surprised that the sales were so high because 
there has been a marked decline in the number of inquiries that we 
have received about the book as well as our current counseling pro
gram. I suspect that the bulk of the sales has been to students and 
would not be reflected in the kind of inquiries we get. 
There is little that is new here to report. Since about a year ago, 
we have been undergoing a period of retrenchment which is likely to 
continue in a small degree throughout the balance of the year. Our 
counseling force has been reduced somewhat in proportion to the total 
population which I regard as fortunate because there is great pressure 
for economies all along the line. One of the problems we have had to 
give a lot of thought to is that of showing tangible results as evi
dence of the worth-whileness of this program. I thought you might be 
interested in the form these efforts have taken and am attaching two 
tables which summarize our activity for the first three quarters of 
1949. I should welcome any comments you have to make about the form 
or content of the analysis presented, I realize that the data pre
sented is open to question in that it involves the counselor's judg
ment but in work of this kind it seems that we are just going to have 
to put up with a certain amount of subjectivity. 
If the research work that you and Fritz have planned offers any addi
tional clews to this "assessment" problem, I would be very much 
interested in hearing about it. 
I was sorry to hear that you had difficulty with your eyes and hope 
you have fully recovered. 
Give my best regards to Fritz. 

Sincerely, 

W. J. DiCfcicM 

WJD:F 
Att. 
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The studies reported in this volume grew out of a desire 

to know more about the human factors in our Company and out of a 

conviction, that our knowledge and understanding of them could be 

advanced through the application of research procedures. 

The first efforts, which began in 1924 'were crude, but the 

research evolved from one development to another wherein each step 

pointed the way to the next. 'Fh& authors have done an excellent job 
v 

in portraying this natural evolution, an evolution which is still 

under way, because the work reported here is not ended. It is continuing 

as a self-generating research activity. 

Originally we were asking ourselves a few rather simple but 

fundamental questions, the answers to which required knowledge not then 

available - the natural beginning of a research effort. As the work 

progressed, simple and absolute knowledge* of the kind we had anticipated 

was not forthcoming, 

The products of these efforts in the human area were principally 

of a different kind.. They were in the form of an improved point of view, 
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a bettor i&ay of understanding, a more adequate method, of diagnosing 
and treating the human problems of the business, as the work evolved 
it became clear that tfhat was most needed was not final answers to 
questions but rather an approach to human situations which would help 
to solve problems arising in them when and where they occur, This is 
the principal contribution and Messrs* Hoethlisberger and Biakeoa have 
been exceptionally skillful in unfolding this development. 

One may sell ask what success our ilanâement has had in applying 
this conceptual scheme to the human problems of the business, since 
this is a phase of the work not suna&ed up directly by the authors. 
Throughout the course of these studies, the developing point of viess was 
constantly being lifted out for application to current questions, .Ja 
the Hawthorne Plant where these studies were made, there was continuous 
application of tl is way of understanding. ICuch experience has been hod, 
therefore, iniryins out and testing the results in real work situations. 

A great debt is due Professor Elton Kay o of the Industrial 
Research Department of the Harvard Graduate School of Business administration. 
He and his staff actively participated in th««# studies almost from their 
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inception. A% many critical stages their contributions were exceedingly 
helpful and significant. The results obtained are due in large part 
to their continuous interest and effort. 

The desire to know more is one which can not be satisfied 
completely, but throughout all phases of this research we were adding 
significantly to our knowledge and understanding, «e have found the 
result exceedingly helpful and %m expect to maintain the research in 
huia&n matters as a permanent part of our developmental program. 

BJB-6/2S/8S 
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^ EXPERIMENT W I T H REST PAUSES 2 I 

was a change in human relations, and not in those physical circum
stances to which attention was being directed. To criticize anyone for 
this failure to achieve a "controlled experiment" would be unfair. The 
foreman, since he was responsible for output and general discipline, 
had to be alert to detect conditions which warranted his attention. The 
test room observer himself was not disinterested in the girls' output. 
On August 9 we find the following entry: 

The observer called the attention of Operator 3 to the fact that her out
put was low yesterday. Operator 3 replied, "What of it? That's nothing, 
but watch me tomorrow. I'll make up for it." 

(The manner of her retort indicates a rather free and easy relation 
with the test room authority.) On August 12 we find this comment in 
the record: 

Operator iA said, "I wonder if this study will be a success." W e told 
Operator iA that success was expected, inasmuch as the operators would 
benefit by having rests and improved working conditions. 

PERIOD V 
(September 12, 1927-October 8, 1927) 

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 
As soon as it became apparent that the five-minute rests tended to 

increase, rather than to decrease, output, two ten-minute rests were 
introduced. That this was satisfactory to the operators was clearly 
shown by the following comments given in response to a direct ques
tion put to them by the observer on September 8: 

Operator i A : "I would like ten minutes." 
Operator 2 A : "I would like ten minutes, too." 
Operator 3: "Oh, ten or fifteen minutes is all right." 
Operator 4: "Say, fifteen minutes would be swell." 

Before the introduction of the ten-minute rests the operators were 
warned that the "lost time" might affect their earnings. In spite of this, 
they did not hesitate to accept the increase in nonproductive time, ap
parently having lost the "fear" they had expressed previously. 

The two ten-minute rests were introduced on September 12, 1927, 
and for a period of four weeks no other changes were made. The times 
for the rests were the same, namely 10:00 A.M. and 2:00 P.M. This in
crease in nonproductive time reduced the weekly hours of work to 
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22 INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH I N H U M A N RELATIONS 

46:10, a reduction of 3.82 per cent when compared with the standard 
48 hours. 

ATTITUDE OF OPERATORS TOWARD RESTS, 
INCREASED OUTPUT, AND INCREASED EARNINGS 

The introduction of the longer rests was accompanied by an imme
diate and definite rise in the average output rate. This increase, which 
became evident on the first day of the period, aroused considerable 
interest and enthusiasm, not only among those in charge of the experi
ments but also among the girls themselves. Output and its corollary, 
increased earnings, became the topics of the day. When the operators 
were notified on September 13 of their earnings for the day before 
(80.6 per cent), they were highly elated. Their comments were as 
follows: 

Operator l A : "Eighty per cent! No! Hurrah for our side! And on a 
Monday too. Isn't that nice?" 

Operator 2 A : "Gee! We made 80 per cent yesterday — today we ought 
to make 90 per cent. We all feel better now with ten-
minute rest periods." 

In explaining the immediate rise in output, the test room observer 
commented as follows: "This speeding up was, no doubt, due to an 
effort to compensate for the additional time off occasioned by the 
lengthened rests." However, the girls gave varied opinions when asked 
on September 14 to what they attributed the increased output. Oper
ator 5, for instance, said, "Maybe it's the heat," while Operator 4 
said, "Maybe it's the rests — that's the only thing I can think of for 
going so high when it's so hot." Operator 2A was more definite. 
Her answer was, "Sure, the rest period does it. You feel better, and 
then you know you are making a little more money and that makes 
some difference." Operator i A did not agree that the increased earn
ings were of importance. She remarked, "I think the rest periods are 
what causes it. I don't think the earnings have much to do with it." 
And Operator 4, in agreeing with Operator iA , said, "Yes, we earn 80 
per cent, but we'll only get 60 per cent." These comments, while they 
appear to be somewhat conflicting, indicate the favorable attitude of 
the operators toward the ten-minute pauses. 

ATTITUDE OF GIRLS TOWARD AUTHORITY 
In this period an interesting incident occurred which threw much 

light on the girls' attitudes toward their weekly earnings and, more 

EXPERIMENT W I T H REST PAUSES 23 
particularly, toward authority. It is also illustrative of the test room 
method of supervision. On September 20,1927, the test room investiga
tors decided to pay the girls the same "percentage"1 as was paid the 
operators in the department, and once each month to pay the difference 
between the departmental percentage and their actual earnings in the 
form of a bonus. It was thought that this method would have a better 
"psychological effect," as it would tend to demonstrate to the operators 
the difference between their earnings and those of the department. 
When two girls were told of this possible move, they immediately 
volunteered the following opinions (September 21, 1927): 
Operator i A : "Why do you want to pay us like in the department? Just 

so you can bawl us up, I bet, and then we can't keep a 
record." 

Operator 2A: "It's better to get it each week, I think." 

In short, the anticipated "psychological effect" was not realized, for 
the investigators had not taken into account the girls' attitudes. Their 
plans did not consider the latent suspicion, or apprehension of author
ity, in the minds of the girls, although echoes of such a preoccupation 
had been heard (for example, Operator 4's comment of September 14, 
previously mentioned, "Yes, we earn 80 per cent, but we'll only get 60 

T A B L E II 

Method of Converting Relay Types to Common Basis 
RELAY ASSEMBLY TEST ROOM 

Relay type 3 
Hours 

3 
Output 

4 
Conversion factor 

5 E901 Equivalent 
( 3 X 4 ) 

B412 2:51 188 .798 150.0 
Bi 5=34 354 •77 273.0 B16 :io 9 •77 7.0 

55i 430.0 

per cent"). N o sooner had the girls' output increased than the "com
pany" (in the form of the test room authorities) proposed a plan 
whereby their reward in increased weekly earnings would be postponed 
for a month. This proposition "lit up" their latent fears and anxieties. 

1In group piecework the "percentage" is the amount by which the piecework value of the group's effort exceeds the daywork value of the time spent by the group (see 
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Changes in the Program during 1951 

U N I V E R S I T Y O F W I S C O N S I N - M I L W A U K E E 

The year 1951 brought about a very important change in the 
Industrial Research Division. At the beginning of the year it was 
decided to discontinue the interviewing of every employee in all 
organizations. Better results, it was thought, could be obtained by 
interviewing a smaller number of employees more frequently rather than 
by interviewing employees only once each year. Needless to say, this 
change can he understood only in light of the interpreted findings from 
the interviewing program, which will be reported in the chapters which 
follow. For the present, however, it is essential to understand that 
with this change the interviewing program, or plan for improving working 
conditions and supervision, as it was first conceived by the investigators~ 
ceased to function. A radical departure from the original conception 
was made."*" 

Moreover, with this change two aspects of the work which had 
not been clearly differentiated, and which, as a result, had caused 
considerable confusion, were made distinct and separate. Heretofore, 
the investigators had tended to confuse two things: first, the 
improvement of employee relations and, secondly, research about employee 
relations. The interviewing program was in part a plan for improving 
employee relations and in part a research about personnel situations, 
with neither aspect explicitly formulated. The result was confusion in 

1 
In this hook the name "interviewing program" -is given only to the 
activities of the Industrial Research Division from February, 1929, to 
January, 1951. It includes only those activities concerned with the 
interviewing of employees, the investigation of complaints, and the 
training of supervisors by the conference method on the basis of interview 
material. 
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objectives, with some investigators tending to veer in one direction 
and some in the other. Both ends were legitimate, and theoretically 
both objectives could be attempted at the same time provided they were 
kept distinct and separate. Practically, however, it was much better 
to do one thing at a time. Commencing with 1931, the interviewing 
program as a plan for improving industrial situations was dropped. 
Interviewing became a tool of research. 

Although later chapters will clear up this departure, it 
might be well to emphasize the fact that this change did not imply, 
either for the investigators or for management, that the program had 
been a failure. In fact, the consensus of opinion was the opposite. 
Although the results were not entirely what had been anticipated, they 
were most satisfactory in leading to improvement of employee morale. 
What the change did imply was an unwillingness on the part of management 
to be satisfied merely with the favorable results of the program. They 
were not content to continue with a plan which, even though it achieved 
satisfactory results, still left the investigators ignorant of what 
was actually happening in many important areas. From their point of 
view, the important inquiry had just begun. The interviewing program 
had been merely the first step in an experiment. Viewed as an experiment, 
it was interesting and profitable. Viewed as a completed plan to be used 
by them or others, without the understanding that further research might 
bring, was to substitute magic for knowledge. 

Following this change, the history of the Industrial Research 
Division became a different story, one which can be told more effectively 
later on, in Chapters XII to XVI. In the next chapter the functioning 
of the interviewing program as a tool for management, its practical 
operation, useS| and limitations, will be considered in greater detail. 
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EgamATION Off PRACTICAL RESULTS 

Because conditions of work were continually changing, 
management was often in need of reliable information about many problems* 
the pertinent facts of which were not easily obtainable. In the 
interviews employees spontaneously expressed their opinions on many of 
these problems in the course of discussing their general situations. 
Such information was helpful in making executive decisions. 

curtailing the number of working hours per week as a method of spreading 
work among a larger group of employees was considered. "From..the 
interviews a very comprehensive picture of what employees thought about 
the subject was obtained. The favorable response of most of the employees 
to such a practice was a major factor in reaching a decision. 

the practical way in which the interviews were used* Of course, the 
question immediately arises. Were these practical results of sufficient 
value to justify the program? Before answering this question, it may be 
well to differentiate these results from those that came over and above 
the practical use of the interview material. The results of the program 
can be assessed from three different levels, and according to these levels 
of evaluation they fall into three different classes: 

During the summer of 1930, for example, the advisability of 

The illustrations that have been given are sufficient to s i x m 

T 
(l) Those results (described above) which came directly 

from the practical operation of the program, and 
which may be stated in terms of changes in plant . 
conditions and in supervision. 
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(2) Those results which csme indirectly from the interviewing 
of employees, and which may be stated (a) in terms of 
personal satisfaction to the employees interviewed, and 
(b) in terms of educational value to the interviewers. 
(These will be considered in the next section.) 

(3) Those results which came from the research development 
of the program, and which may be stated (a) in terms 
of the better understanding on the part of the Industrial 
Research division of those factors entering into and 
defecmining employee satisfaction and dissatisfaction, 
and (b) in terms of the effective communication of this 
understanding to the higher executives of the company. 
(It is with these results that the remainder of the 
book will be essentially concerned.) 

The consensus of opinion at present of those who were intimately 
associated in the work is that the interviewing program could hardly be 
justified in terms of the results obtained from its practical operation. 
A group of engineers making a survey of plant conditions could have 
achieved the same results in less time. Although the use of interview 
material as a basis for supervisory training had been very effective, 
similar material could̂ feeicollected without undertaking such an elaborate 
program. However, the doubtful value of the program in these terms made 
little difference to the experimenters at the time, for they were gradually 

The investigators became more interested in the unexpected results from 
the program and the implications of these results. Moreover, they ceased 
to conceive of the program as merely a plan for the improvement of working 
conditions and supervision and began to view it more as an experiment in 

could be reached. As a result, certain aspects of the program as it 
was originally conceived were not effectively developed. This was 

shifting their main interest and objective in the interviewing program. 

T employee relations from which general conclusions of administrative value 
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particularly true of the investigation of complaints. As the department chief who had been in charge of interviewing commented: "In all fairness, it should be said that the company made iittle direct use of the complaints on material conditions of work. The reasons were varied, but the principal ones were: (1) the difficulty of dealing with many of the complaints without further analysis and interpretation;̂  (2) the lack of close relation between the groups investigating complaints and the interviewers of the Industrial Research Division;2 (S) the time lag between the taking of the interviews and the analysis and investigation of complaints; and (4) the subordination of this aspect, i.e., the investigation of complaints, to the research development of.the program." There is no question that the research development of the program dominated the interest of the investigators. For this reason, the Industrial Research Division never gave the practical investigation of complaints the attention that it perhaps deserved. Moreover, the groups in charge of investigating complaints were not intimately associated with the Industrial Research Division, and the loss of interest by the latter in the effective practical operation of the plan probably meant that those in charge of investigating complaints never received the stimulation and guidance which they needed for carrying 
•'•This difficulty will be considered in detail in Chapter XII. 2See footnote, p. , for the functional parts of the Industrial Research Division. It will be noted that the groups investigating complaints were not a formal part of this organization. 
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on their work successfully. Moreover, in order to become an effective 
industrial plan, the interviewing program would have had to undergo 

1 
extensive revision. 

It is for these reasons that the authors have not tried to evaluate 
the program as an "industrial plan- for the improvement of employee 
relations". Considering the historical development of the program, 
such an evaluation seemed to them irrelevant. 
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1 l irill be clear from the foregoing discussion that 
the interviewing program could not be evaluated in any simple 
manner, the benefits derived from it were roughly of four kinds: 
(1) the correction of unfavorable conditions of work; {£} material 
for training supervisors and personnel people; (3) psychological 
benefit© accruing to the person interviewed; end (4) materiel 
for reeê rcii,:v:;,|̂ »i4iê d;'from'C"any one of these four points of view 
to the exclusion ryf the ethers, the program could be found lacking. 
For example, from the point of view of correcting unfavorable 
conditions of work, it is probable that other less laborious methods 
could heve been utilized to achieve the same results in less time* 
Also, although the use of interview materiel as a basis for 
supervisory training had been very effective compared with the 
conferences conducted before such materiel was available, similar 
material could have been collected without undertaking such an 
extensive program. It is doubtful, however, whether any other 
program which would have made substantial contributions from ell 
angles equally well could have been devised by the company at that 
time. It was this consideration, together with the *lift* that 
HLenegement people themselves obtained from the program, that made 
the program in the opinion of management worth the effort and 
expense put into it. This does not mean that « similar program 
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would be r»co«»es4«4 for ot-ntr concern* or tasi It m x & & t m t m 

been eanaidtred mtisfootery by the- ieMern Electric Gonpasgr 
five yeers ?>et#r. In feet, tie progjMBft actually edopted by tbo 
Western Ulectric Company la 198$ «ab«t*mti*liy 4if?«ff«&%« 
fbe point i« tfcst tne interviewing pregwaawaa the b*et fci» 
intettigetor* eoi&d devise in the li®bt of their knowledge at 
tfeat tittft» It retelne& for enftNn$t*&£ r«**e&refc to $henf letoeim 
Ĵ*Bf fjpogapea. deficient «J3d w$»rei& it could be î p)&v*£« 
One of tbe purposes of tie rensinlsa chapter* of tnie book will 
feen to #bont tfeeee mutation* ' 
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IT-? OBJ'OTVJS Q l M m i T O I OF SHE BOOK 

$hs Ob̂ efetiteft, of thft...Boofc 
ffeer® are three gSBftX*& objectives la the uosfe w $ have 

keea. doing her*. fM first in that of reporting the various studies 
undertaken by the Hesearoh *0ivisiaiu I » most esses this ha* required 
addlttoml wwrfclag W end research, la reporting each study, due 
attesMoa hue »©o& giTem to the -method* ,a$pXoyed in getting the 
aeter|*l# m walX aw to the findings disclosed;. The aeeojtd. and no** 
difficult objective Is that of showing the part played by ©etch study 
in dovelopin^ m adequate scheoe for the w t e & y of hwom, behavior in 
factory &lts»tl«&*» 13*e contiaalty of th# various studies was 
fundamentally a sustained attempt to develop some tm% conceptual sehaiMu 
fh* %ir*£ o&jsctlir* is the* of showing tb« practical significance of 
tfe* wosefc* C-:«a»tbiixg of this 3* being shown, all the m$ through, 
of co«rs# f but the tasft of selling everything together in relation, to 
topics of importance 1* left until tfte end. 
fh». .fib̂ eetives of Part 1 

la describing the Test Horn studies our objective is to show 
(1) that thero is m simple eaus*l relation between changes in physical 
«i**aests»ee and employee efficiency, (S) to postulate an improvement 
ia the workers* attitudes particularly toward supervision as the major 

i 

'i 

I 

I 
1 



factor i» improving their output rate*, a»d (5) to incorporate is 
the aoooa&i eufficimt -ieocriptiTe jsat«r&»l* to permit of a rein
terprets tion later on, * 

The point of view implicit in tha beginning of Ifeie phase 
of the- »tudy ia that £*u: is a physiological xneehanie»» Ke outs* 
bleeps» 8&<i growe tired* lie work rete i# an index of the extent 
to mbieh he is being »f.footed by fatigue end other organio factor*. 
Any im$xwmm& in physical circumstance d«i^ed to reduce fatigue 
should, accordiiBg to thi* view, reeult i& m Improved output rate* 
'?he relationship pre«a*we; to b* of chief importance is ehort, 
(objective elttiation)-*(phy«icel capacity) —̂ {output rate). 3fee 
hypol&eeia posed at the mn& of t&e £ir»t phaee nerfc* a rad'Cal change 
from thin belief* Tho sow theory postulate* the relatioaehips 

{#uperri»io»} —* {«aploye»f8 attitude) —* (output rate) 
The , ffl^etiyee, »f Part IX 

Sterti&g ̂ tith the hypotbeeie above stated Fort 1 issaeftiittely 
goea into an account of the Interviewiag Progreau It etarte with 
* reiume of the progrem, how and why it started, it a practical operation 
the investigation of oo«plftiit» end training of »ur»rvieore — how it 
eb&nced its oharecter fro* en isetm&snt for the improvement of employee 
relation* to m ia»*rw»e»t of research* $eo ehaptwre (IX end x) are 
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BeMug m8m this distinction, the next chapter {tbiptwr XII} 
use* Byron *o eswsilysi* of tha aĵ e&ey s&& ton* of ettployee cowaante 
to show h<?w important statement* of tb* non-log eel type were* 
By r'non-loglaalw statements ara mtwnt those which are rooted in 
sentimental teee this la just another way of rtf erring to % s 
nonfat;t-oal vta&eswttt* aeationed above. Thia an»ly*i» showed, the 
relative trsê eucy witfe which different topics were- %iimmum and 

fhe|* tone mm whether ̂ rwdottiaeatl̂  favorable, ̂ a f s m M t m 

$e far 'In Pert II, attention hes fees?* oonfiRed to an 
examlBation of tho interviewing ĵ ogrsm and of the mterials it 
elicited, investigators have fouad wmloyeee* coawwtfittt 
are -wmim end haffii»g. hut they have t»e«i sol* to cleave l&ejs 
into two bugs ports* facts and saiatiments, or logic end wa.*.lo«ie. 
&rop>i&j$ »£*ct6% attention im trasft to fton»le«i««& stftfjewxfc* 
a»d ia Chapter XIIX* * sehfe* the aaalysis ©if tfcsm is developed 
Drift sense*, rwpre»emtee\ by $&# triangle below, #hows that amy 
non*lo^iool atfttement or oowpl*i»t mat he pieced in relation 
(a) to the obise* eowpXeifted about, (b) tht attitude of the psrson 
ssJcing the eew^lsiat, m& M social nituation in wnich. the 

» 1 1 1 *"" ' j i i i" i :" i n" , n""" """"" 1 - 1 , 1 1 1 * 
the subject Matter of Chapters XIII9 U7 $ and W has been altered 

reeesttly and does not exactly coincide with the chapter heading ia 
the outline of May fitk. 
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Daly $& this tsU&e relation ca» the ft -mplelat he iatw.w*«&» 
fhtss ttsalyel* eeppUes not cnly to- co~;?laliits hat to a&y wag** 
3.o§£c&1 r#»p®h»e.-

Tot* *ftCN»gHfa»» of cotsreo* that the fowtl, 9te.t#Q«B& of 
thl* theoiry of -cos©touts in of roomt origin* In ft -wey ** 
worn mtylttg *om# tbi&g at 3h® tisse* Ira* it va» ncY«r lifted 
«mt or clearly in&taftted* first 380&A& at feg&a tfewt *a* 
not «aotî h» them looted at B. Ifcea w* found I? lecki^e looked 
at o, neglectlue for the time hot? 4 end o. Hot wfcil *e case 
to .the Bjpk liriai utttŝr g$& ** try to examine all. throe pol&tf. 
eiwato»oowiy m& ia aantol rolatioa. 

Oaee tfci* theory ie «t*$*at the revaluing «qx& of 
the Seaaereh Biviaioa i« a«serib«a with reference to it* Tkm 

the iotenriewiag progre* *i«e iato Bj the B» W. *?* W* iato C 
flue technique of atertieeiog Se hoth m wathod -of elieitian 3*oa» 
logical aeteriei and of eeseeei&g the pereoael referent (B). Thie 
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fuyfii»h«» me with * loRlcal explanatioc of vrhat w» hsjr* called 
the o»y choptttfcologlaal phase of the inquiry. In Chapter lilll 

th# techa&pt «f iatsrviewisg its wiles of procedure end 
i»terpretetio» •** %m tftea «epounAed with referesce t& the eJsov* 
aches*. It la *oua4 "feat em the whole there wee little obsessive 
m#pwm* m # # 9 t ia ?h* area off saperrissioiu 0w«sal Illustrative 

Interviews %m thee. eaasiistei aftd a due to this phenomenon la 
found tu tk defective relation hstweem B and C. (ancetle) * 'This 

chapter is sot completed so it is difficult to way j«sfc how this 

potid will oe fevwe&t out. ishe.% we have 1st uttat 1* 
lifce this, * stafele cowiemity where- each per«o» Mom every 

#tfc«?r aril im )m#m W «aplcyer *» *a$iv4£s«i*# statu* «aa 

«e««ri*3P is #etea\ltt«& &f * whole eê lefc of Vetera of which his 

work reletiozwhip 1» ouly one* However, in large wetropolitac 
ATtmm where eoiMaaataity life ia Xnddag for t.!xe -r«at aajorlty 
of people the is ejaite »j&«rwis»* ffeo worScer ie no lo&ger 
sueteittea by the aoafleat re3atl̂ ft«hip» of coaa«mitjr life* H&» 
security* •tAtta** #varythia«i ie staked upoa the relationahip 
lie baera witlt M a ewplo: or* In scat oases it ie act hie employ.-r 
httt with the latter% representatives the supervisor*. Ifo* 
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sttF*rviaory~e*pl©y«e r«latio»»hip, tfeerefore, tamae* o.er-
weighted and th» «Eploy««*» re«poj*ea to Mnor changss in it 
become exaggerated. SfeSa, w# believe, ie what giiree riee to 
obBoueive response in tfee are* of eupervieeon end any explain 
the «cploye»*c &«e*mda for falsnens, Justn««»p «stc* 

$&*• word **ttl***l*** m i a , of course, t*e eabetifcmted 
tm *eo»i£iel»tw without *r>y alteration in the above «cfce»a* 
&o alee go aid 1k* word ̂ output* • Is abort, tfti* ee&twa la all 
we. aaed. for the #*»dy &f work Ibt&avior* Without going Sato that 
«ny further it ie eaomrh to irtftt flunl "tfeet the relstiwfeif 
C»«pervieie»} —> {»Mi*«d#l -* (pm£o«aitt*«) ppe*«*e4 to hold 
when, the Interviewing woafc started hae mm bees fu»d«a*ittally 
Chsniied.-* i*tj le now ^ 

Any alteration in the ̂ ereoaal eojaillbrjaet refreaeated by theee 
trlftdle relations In likely to affeot behavior* It saey affect 
the worker**- |>erfor«aae« and hi* attitude* or one end not the other. 
In o%«r word* we were wroug in aaeeaiii*; that an iajgrevamen* 
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lu employewi* attitude, whather throu&k 4«proT»A *»$ewrleioe. 
or by int*rvie*ine, would lea& to *» i»$r p̂ rfo*iie&ce» The* 
waa on* «t«p *£4 ft cooft on*, but only ona. 

;.'e have oh»er?«tt & Chapter 23331 threw type* of 
r«apor.»»» — logical, Boa-logical and irrational, and have sown 
tfcat the irrational or ohaeaaiir* typo wee in the minority m& 

oo&f$s«& largely to *ftt$#3|wl»ta* from tbto poiat to the mil of 
Tart II the iaupiry turne to m toaetigeliioa of noa-loelcal 
rftsponrte* which arias, from factor* ia C. The irrational is 
topped from f&rther ceaei&eratioh* 2r Chapter XI? the problem 
of aupcwisioa i» token, *«• loch not- only at the attitude* 
of wx$loy®m tomrd aeeh of eupcrvieioa, 'but alac at the 
attittftftw of the eug#3P?i«o» toward tkeir *&b»r4i»ate8 «&ft 
atiperiore. 1» playiag and dowat the et^rslaor^ Meterchy 
eertaia oowmoxt atutfldea ere fouftd which mm to go with each 
Iwrel of supervision, Many of the coaplainta which arise are 
thea wlew«d ia taras* of H t m reciprocal relatioR of sob©rdi»a.ti©& 
aad aapiirordiJiatioru Here for tha firet tiae the stractare of 
the company itself ie m m & m t , a» a source of coaplaint. 

Chapter X? eerriee o» more or leas is. the saate vain 
a* Chapter TO** and triaa to ahow tjy illustrationa from differ*** 
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studies mafie of da$&rtM»»te, hraaohes and groups, the way im 
which eooiai ©rg«si*a*io» «k* »trtet»re ~~ tfto ̂ raessl intarrelatioas 
between iadiriduaia end «ro«ipa *~ is diotatittg to a «*m#i.derahie 
degree the kimd of reajoasa wMah mp%®yma are s#kiB£ ia the 
interviews. These studies will ell polat to th# seed for « study 
aueh an the peak ̂ iviitg Ohsertatto Heon. Mthoaffh this chapter 
will foreshadow tha dlstiaotioa betweaa forntel and informal or-
gaaiaatioâ  thia distinction will not ha gft&a hare hut at tha 
e&$ of Fart ill after the Sank iiring Test Boom has heea deeeribed. 

part it sill he »o*e4» differs greatly free* the other 
•parts of to hook in seireral reef aots? *» 

{%) It is sot this kind of axjMsrî at, nastaly; this 
was doae, thssa are.^ha flrcdin«< and these ar^ the eonelusloRs 
*<BJa)ift>'' tfaliks Farts 1 sad IJt 'it''etamiat ho 'wr̂ ttea 'thta» 

(ft) Its ofcjeetive will ha to dewalop a "atttaeptajft 
sehsssv* or tool for isidtastrial raaoaroh oa the hmm aide* 
One* the tool la forged, it dan he used in as «xp»ri ̂ mtal 
faehioa, as will he seen I* Part Hi*. 

(8) for this reason, fart IX will he csuiti* theoretical 
and perhaps a bit brow*. Bat oaoe dome, wa thiak it 
will ha- an axtreaaly waluehle «tool% it will sot 
answer the qaestioa of "what is our situation as Hawthorns 
in jmrtloular"• Xnstsad it will present a formal »eo»c»ptual 
schism* hy iieaaa of whiah amy Industrial situation oaa he as* 
aessed. Of eoursa, lart II will not ha devoid of aay eoateat. 
?*M&y eoaorata illustrations takaa from the aotaal situation at 
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Hawthorn* will hm given* En* these illustrations nil! 
be used to- heln as develop and forge onr *toolM rather than 
to dewo- atr»t« what the situation in fast is. Such we 
attest will few don* is ̂ ert XXX* In this pe?a*t we will 
coaa took to otrth. Pert III will he annex*** and fwetyal* 

shell no longer be eoaeemed with thw •'tool" as wnoh. 
Bern- m will nse it end whow ©oncretely how it works, 
i.e. w» ebejl now tea interested in what the tool dige tip 
end not in th« appropriateness of the tool as each. 

In »Mrt I**rfc XX will $resent * thwoty of 
p«r»onnl ê uil ibr iA* and m ® m ̂ uilibrim «* a working 
tool tor tht uaderstaadixig of hmn proeXerae in Indnstry. 
The major variables for the widorstanding of these problocje 
wi'il Jaffa hsem alieited* Tho rest of the hook will new thia 
theory in aaseeelog the eonereta situation, first in fe 
shop departeent (t&e Hank Wiring- Observation P.oce) and 
lator in the plaat in geceml. 
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The 0b4ffltffiss of Bart III 
Part 1X1 is «». attenpt to assess a shop d«p8.rta«nt an 

It ordinarily fusetione* In tanas of the conceptual schema ont* 

limed in Bart XX it ie am attempt to stndy mil three points «£ 

the triangle as they exist in a relation of smtnal dependence 

froxa tho point of view of 0. Thus Part IXX feeeocses chiefly an 

exploration of the social referent'1' of *rork behavior. 

The conceptual aohemn referred to is smd ansa be thought 

of only m am abstraction* It shows the sets of factors, which 

mmt he oonsidered ia any concrete iawesalgatina and how thsy 

aî ht bo related. It is above all a- way of thinking ahont the 

prohleas before «s—a, framework within whioh ono say operate on 

the facto. 

In Chapter Wtl the methods and praeewe* used, for 

acquiring the data are given in detail* One of the ehlef factors 

determining the method of study is the oo»sidoration of how to 

study an aotnal industrial situation without at the seas tlas 

iatroduaitig a zatjor change in It* 
l*Soeial referent* is used to designate the individuals total 
soelal partleipetion* For onr pnrpoaee this amy he divided into 
two parts* the isestdlate soeial situation within the ooapany and 
that of the outside eowaamity* In studying the obsessive response 
we had the latter in aind. Moat of our work, however, part ion-
larly this part, relates to the eoeiei organisation of the eoapany 
itself* This diettaction sill he wade elear in the hook. 
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Oaee having set tha stage the next taek is that of 
presoRtiug; tha tisdi»$e of the study so that the reader will 
hare a a-Xe** acquaint aae« with tha si.taati.oa and m that it 
oaii he i?&«rpret«& i&telligibly* Shis ia fens lay first divid
ing the mtorials la&o two partst those dealing atth tho formal 
framework of the department and thoso dealing with what <8oee m 
mi thin that framework* The formal orgaalisatiosa ia described ia 
Chapter x v m . 

i S h m 1MB* three ehaptere ooatain ths tl&dih$» of the 

attidy* Our chief purpose ia prefcettti'Sg this stateriai is to 

show tfc# anonnous control exeroisad by the working group over 

individual ttttit&ds end pfltt&sflmuMu Xfy to this point tha 

worker has beta looked upon largely as m *&ii&£«4diiai* «nd his 

output* attitudes, sad behavior have heah regarded as his pri* 

irate .affair* We ik>w show that this In lay no •meaas so* fhe-

people with tthOEf A works haws a lively interest 1st his output 

just a* he has an interest in theirs* fhis interest is so 

great that it leads to a great deal, of presaiara fcslag hrott̂ at 

to hear upon A to reflate his perforwaace is acoordanee with 

the «roupvs intarests. 4 is ao longer looked upon as being 

free to do as he pleases hut as a Member of a working group 

whieh diotatee moh of what he does and thiaka* 
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In d̂ terifeiag what this grenp ia like wo first take 

up performance record* ant show that the gronp ia not working 

the way jaanagaeant think* it ia* Nor io it working the way one 

would expect judging from the formal eot-up. We show first that 

their performance ie hedged all about by restraints and restric

tions* fhey restrict their output* in accordance with, a flgnr* 

wMch they hava agraed np*m* Reeaaar* ia brong&t to hear' npon 

anyone who- consistently exceeds this standard. Secondly, we 

show ho^ certain technical aspects of the formal organisation 

hare bean ntiliaed by the group to serve function* cait* the 

opposite of those they were intended to serve* ?nue sassy of 

the wireaen claim store day-work then actual work delay* warrant * 

their purpose in doing this ia to keep their records of effi

ciency swan frow day to day. We also show how the supervisory 

.nierarohy has been adjusted to this altuatioa* for exaaple, 

day-work allowances are allowed to go through and they are de

ducted frost standard working hoars in compiling efficiency rec

ords hut they are not honored for pnrposse of payaent* Thirdly, 

we show that although all the workers in the group restrict their 

cat-pat* they do so in different degrees* There are wide differ

ences in the perforaaaoe leral* of different wircaca. In seeking 

sa expleaatlon of theae differeaeea we first aak whether they 
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refloat; differences la innate capacity* Sftaa&natton of in

telligence and dexterity snores shows no relation hot ween actual 

performance and capacity to perform* Neither is there *ny rela

tion batweest output and earnings*. Xm therefore conclude that 

actual performance tells us nothing about capacity to perform* 

It sees* to ho gcwtimwd wash acra hy the attitudes of the groap 

than, ay financial incentive. As such wo are led to the hypoth

esis that performance reflect* the group organization and the 

iaalHdaal** position in the- $»eap# In order to verily this 

cost cation we a&xst show what each wlreman** position in the 

group £a* this loads directly to a consideration of intorhuraan 

relationships which is the sub j aot antler of Chapter 2X* 

Of aoaraa in deacrlhingt the interpersonal relation** 
ships which existod in the group wa are interested ia assay acre 
quostloiis than, that stated above. Wa ere Interested not only 
In the wiraaen ia relation to each other end other occupational 
groups out also in the relationships hetween these other groups 
and aaeong the workaen within theas* The saterial is organised 
to show the total inforaal structure of the dapartaent* First 
the relationship* hetween each occupational ̂ ronp and every 
other is described* following this the relationships among 
the people within each group are taken up* From this amterial 
we will he able to show fairly definitely what each persea** 
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position ift the o r a p was sad how hia hehavior and jeer̂ ssasjes* 
was fceing dletated to accordance with It. We will also show how 
tha group exarcised It* control ovar iadividuel jeeî trs through 
such things aa Ringing**, serosa*, and ridicule. The extent of 
a parson*a participation la the group will also ha indicated and 
its relation to his desaanda for superiority pointed out* 

la Chapter XXX tha personal situation of «ech parson 
will be mmM&tzrik* v;e will also show something of the meaning 
and significance which the mediate work situation ha« for the 
different people in it* Thus oaa ôlderwwt #Sf derived son* 
alderahle uatiafaotion froa his position ia tha work situation* 
He was a good aoldamiezi, he got along well enough with his cc~ 
workers, and in tarns of hia standards and those of his family 
his Jot* imdioated sueeesa. Beoauee he w&s haokward,. poorly 
eated, and aooielly isolated he drew a great deal out of his re
lation* with #ther people at work—this in splto of the faet that 
he talked rarely and aaterod very little into active relationships 
with thesu iJireioen £3 on the other aand was interested prinsipally 
in waking as such money as possible. He was trying hard to elevate 
his social atatfc* and to gala a fair measure of security. His ia~ 
terast osntered primarily in hiwself and his attitude toward Ma 
co-workers was oorresnondin̂ ly neutral and disinterested. For 
him the work situation acted as a frustrating factor. Hs would 
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sew* M M to turn out wore work than he s&ld bat ho wan ro-
atrafeed partly h&eanwe he saw no $t&pa*a in it and partly h*** 
cause at tfe* prae*ura of the gronp*a standards* Bis tfcou*chts 
and dwairaa were at v*r&sni* with tha sit«atio» in which he an* 
pleasft end he **« aiaeontentet aa a rwaaii* One of the ia* 
wasting $*ai*ad03sa* e t the- situation B?O$$C<b was that the t*> 
farael or̂ pai*ationa worked «&*inat the *ao&«mie interest* 
of the group a» a w&cft* aod also* through thwarting desires 
aM ejafrltla&s, tended to ere*to a groat tani, of dissatisfaction! 
yet iaa a m adhered fJMLy to their cade** $fe* sacrifice to any 
individual aeasad great compered to the haasafltn derived frow ad-
hersaca to the group's «tsndards* 

2& the ooncindiai; chapter to this section a* tsnii 
uttsspt to &s*e3.ap nn e#gaiMmt rutmiai? somewhat aa follow*. 
X* the &roup of workaea -studied occupied tha ***** posit.to» in 
ffea total ̂ aapesy structure* !***» they wara at the feottc* 
level of a highly stratified organisation, 8* Shoe* tartn of 
the company organisation which are intended to proaote ©ollafc-
oration wsang the employees elan aerta to define the position 
this isronp occupied in that structure. C*s?oup piecework, the 
hegey* rato-satjtng, cost reduction, etc., are the seena hy 
snick iaaageaant atteapte tc presets efficiency. But these 
apply for the aost part at the individual lovol in the shop. 
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fhoy are found, to * certain extent aaong offlee wrfem but ©a 
the ̂ hol$ they I© not apply 'to that greujgt* It ia taoitly **a*a* 
nlssaa that office people cannot he studied* organised, and taoti-
*at*4 iti the seise way; yet they are human oeiags just as ehop 
people are an.d the opportunities for increasing efficiency are 
as great if not greater- among the office group* ?*rhy this differ
ence then* Prohahly because of fid* people could not be handled 
that way without destroying their status and injuring their feel*» 
ing* of personal, integrity* But shoo- peoplo have no status to 
loss j there i» no social karri or to constant experimentation among 
them* therefore find all eyes and all minds bent upon lueroee-
lag the efficiency of the oaployee in the shop* 2« f a the extant 
that a group is set off from other geoaps In a position of *ubor~ 
diuatioa it will heootaa unified or solidary* 4* fhle solidarity 
becomes directed ageinet thoae things in the situation which, In 
this ease, give the group its unity* the group is opposed to in
creased efficiency* to tigering with piece rates, to raising the 
bogey* fass-e things hseoae symbols around which the antagonism* 
of the sroup are organised end axpreaaed* fhe group, in short, 
becomes opposed to the wery factors intended to sale* for collabora
tion* A highly logieel system collides with noalogical codes and 
gives rise to irratioaal reeposse* 
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SuMBary Chapters 

te suspary chapters will *tte»$& to reinterpret «&& 

reaseess all tha ê fcjftets studied* fatigue, rrwtony, etc.; the 

different test rooset the interviewing program,, supĵ rvieory traits 

tag, restriction of' output,, end tha h»a*a» probleaia connects^ with 

industrial or̂ pnissatioa 1» terws. of the conceptual eehanaa, hy** 

potheeea, and findings given in Parts XX and III, fte plan to 

divide the stoaaajy into two parts. Fart X will be oriented around 

the Individual and *1H ha a discussion of factors affecting worte 

behavior* In this discussion we. shall attempt to state the rela

tive importance of the factors described* 

the *aoo&& part will he devoted to problems of industrial 

or^iSAtion* 3tt will he sociological in nature and will have a* 

its tenofcation the problem of collaboration* Bom of the topia 
headings under which these findings are discussed are listed below* 
lSd* list i» raaant to he euggestiv* only* You will see froct it 
that the spot light can be turned upont a nuatoer of problems not 
actually studied hut which can. he illuminated once th<a theories 

arrived st are stated. ?'s frankly intend to speculate in this 

section and *hat we say will be labelefl such. 

1» Supervisory 1>aining-»how it waa supposed to work 
and why it didn't wor* entirely that way* How it 
actually functioned for aupervieore. Its limita
tions* 
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8* Cpamieation through the supervisory hi«rereliy**«* 
h* transmission down the line differs from tre»s-
ss*-a&o» tip' the line, lay the actual eoaKjunleation 
dffera fro» the amy it is supposed to work. 5*he 

" hirarchy la relation to prohletts of directions and 
octroi. 

8* fk- function of the interflowing program in teras 
oloociwl or gun Nation. Hiw it provided a through 

• chh»#l for transmission of tetfwia&ge. up the line* 

4* Tk formal organisation in relation to the infernal 
aal problfwst arising out of the interaction of the 
tw* 

4*1 fim JtaM&ioa of "red ta$***. 
4## The function of "mm®" writing and rewriting* 
4*S thy do organisations tend to gem and persist* 
4*4 Status, of the t&dlvlduai in- tars* of the ia* 

fonsat oraett-totion and its sligaifieahoe* 
I • 4*5 fhe function of *aorvicoM and prohiw arising 
< fross it. 

• 4*6 fha significance of "education"* 
8* Thj infoxmal organisation la relation to the selection 

of supervisors* What kind of people tend to fist ahead 
I' ; mi why* 
i i s . , *2M total coHttjany structure i» relation to tfea wider 

cosnanity* the caapaay as a sesl&l inetitutioii—how 
it t«**ds to take over social fractions no longar par* 

! footed by society* ?he great importance of this kind 
of industrial crgenixation for social stability and 
co*rol* fbe essential uni^uanss* of such socio-* 
in&strial institutions and how they uiust he rsfprded 
in a planned economy* 
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